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Bowling Green, Ohio

Clinton asks UT students for support
Says country needs change
by Christina Wise
city editor

DONT FORGET

TO VOTE!
DISTRIBUTED Bv
N£WS»AP£*> FEATURES COUNCIL

Weather
Rainy and cold:
Friday, partly sunny. High
in the upper 40s. Northeast
winds S to 10 mph. Friday
night, cloudy with a slight
chance of rain after midnight. Low in the mid-30s.
Chance of rain 30 percent.
Saturday, cloudy with a
chance of rain. High around
SO. Chance of rain 40 percent.

On Campus
Cuomo a no-show:
New York Gov. Mario
Cuomo's planned appearance at the University today
has been canceled.
Cuomo was to have addressed a University crowd
at 2 p.m. in Kobacker Hall.
According to Pat Shepherd
at the Wood County Democratic Headquarters, Cuomo
could not afford to take the
day off because of campaign
considerations in the New
York Senate race.
The BG Nc»»mm Nornuin

Outside Campus
Employee suing University:
Geneva Long, formerly a
Jerome Library budget officer, filed a $1.5 million lawsuit against the University
Wednesday in Wood County
Common Pleas Court claiming she was falsely demoted
to a lower job classification
in 1991.
The suit, in which she is
seeking $1 million in compensatory damages and
$500,000 in punitive damages, names Roger Dennerll, director of public
safety, John Moore, director
of personnel, and Rush Miller, dean of the library.
Long was demoted after a
1991 University investigation concerning
$74,000 allegedly stolen
from a library safe over a
two-year period. The suit
claims Dennerll wrote a
misleading letter to University President Paul Olscamp
in 1991 implying that Long
was responsible for the stolen money. No formal charges were ever filed against
Long.

Lottery
CLEVELAND - Here are
Thursday night's Ohio Lottery selections:
Pick 3 Numbers: 2-9-2
Pick 4 Numbers: 1-2-3-1
The Super Lotto jackpot is
$8 million.
Compiled from staff and
wire reports.

Democratic presidential nominee Gov. Bill Clinton speaks to about 1,000 people in the University
Union Auditorium at the University of Toledo Thursday morning. Clinton criticized President Busb
for neglecting Toledo and misleading Americans.

Task force to visit BGSU
Students, staff and faculty can express views at hearing
by Julie Tagllalerro
administration reporter
With less than a week away until the Ohio Board of Regents
Managing for the Future Task
Force open forum, the University
has been preparing to express
concerns about the task force's
recommendations at the forum.
The task force report recommends ways to manage higher
education in Ohio. Some aspects
of the report, including the recommendation to centralize the
higher education system, have
caused opposition from several
universities and colleges, including the University.
Philip Mason, vice president
for university relations, said the
University will be wellrepresented at the 4:30 p.m.
meeting - which is open to the
public - and at the 2 p.m. meeting, which is by invitation only.
Bowling Green, the University
of Toledo, the Medical College of
Ohio, Owens Technical College
and other community and technical colleges in Northwest Ohio
will be represented at both the
meetings.
However, he said the Board of
Regents asked the universities to
limit the number of representatives at the 2 p.m. meeting to
about six.
Mason said the structure of
that meeting is a round table discussion, whereas the 4:30 p.m.
meeting will be open for all to
express their views.
"The two o'clock meeting is a
political meeting," Mason said.

"It is important that we
present a unified front for
the whole campus. The fact
that the leaders of these
groups speak is influential
and the fact that large
numbers [are present] is
also influential."
Phil Mason, vice
president for university
relations
"The whole issue is [full of] political overtones."
Because the meeting is about a
political issue. Mason said it was
important to have some political
representatives speaking.
Among those invited by the
University to speak at the earlier
meeting include Thomas Noe,
University Board of Trustee
member and Republican Party
Chairman for Lucas County.
Others asked to speak at this
time include University President Paul Olscamp, Faculty Senate Chairman Allen White, Board
of Trustees Chairman John Mahaney, Martha Rogers, an associate professor of marketing, and
former Board of Trustees member Richard Newlove.
Mason said all faculty members, staff members, students
and members of the community
are encouraged to speak and attend the public hearing.
However, he said, the University
has invited some faculty mem-

bers to voice their concerns.
Mason said the board of
trustees, the alumni board and
Northwest legislative delegates
were also sent invitations to
speak at the hearing.
All campus constituents will be
represented at the hearing,
Mason said, because the presidents of Faculty Senate, Undergraduate Student Government,
Graduate Student Senate, administrative staff council and classified staff will speak at the forum.
Mason said these presidents
have worked together to promote
the hearing and inform people of
the issues of the task force report.
"It is important that we present a unified front for the whole
campus," Mason said. "The fact
that the leaders of these groups
speak is influential and the fact
that large numbers [are present]
is also influential."
Lester Barber, executive assistant to President Olscamp, said
the administration will be represented at both of the hearings.
However, Barber said Olscamp
has previously expressed in written form how the University will
be affected by the task force recommendations.
In his statement Olscamp said
the centralized system would
create a costly bureacracy and
would take recognition away
from the individual colleges.
"It would undermine the recognized and acknowledged efficiency and excellence of Ohio's
present decentralized network of
See CENTRALIZE, page seven.

"This president
seriously and
passionately believes in
trickle down
economics. The
difference between me
and Mr. Bush is not
between tax and spend
and borrow and spend
- he's borrowed and
taxed and spent."
Bill Clinton

Democratic presidential
nominee Gov. Bill Clinton delivered a counterattack to
President Bush's Wednesday
Toledo rally in the form of a
speech at the University of
Toledo Thursday morning.
Ninth District Congress woman Marcy Kaptur introduced Clinton to a crowd of
about 1,000 in the University
Union Auditorium after deriding Bush for "finally locating
Toledo on his airplane screen."
She said the "current occupants" of the White House have
neglected Toledo.
Jobs was the area he pointed
"That Bill Clinton, Tipper to most, saying he can not posGore and Al Gore have all been
sibly lose as many jobs for
here repeatedly speaks well of Americans as Bush has.
the Clinton campaign," she
"If I worked at it 18 hours a
said.
day, I couldn't do half as bad in
She said Clinton chose to that area as he has," Clinton
campaign at UT because he said. "People have lost an
knows the struggles and con- average of $1,600 per year and
cerns students face.
are working harder now for
"I know that because he
more hours for less money."
struggled to put himself
He cited trickle-down ecothrough school," she said.
nomics as the reason for the
Kaptur introduced Clinton
majority of the country's probwith the conviction that he will
lems.
be the nation's next president.
"This president seriously
"I just know it," she said.
and passionately believes in
Clinton attacked Bush for trickle-down economics," he
misleading Americans about
said. "The difference between
the current jump in economic me and Mr. Bush is not begrowth, for lost jobs in Toledo tween tax and spend and borand his failure to maintain a
row and spend -- he's borrowed
balanced budget and urged
and taxed and spent."
Toledoans to vote for him Nov.
He said Bush believes in op3, to "make the choice between
portunity for the few.
more of the same in America
"I believe in opportunity for
all," Clinton said.
and fundamental change."
He said Bush asked Congress
"If we stay with what we've
got now, change will continue
to spend a billion dollars more
to be our enemy and we we will
than it has and the national
budget was so poorly planned
not do any better," he said.
that 75 percent of "his RepubHe said the unexpected inlican colleagues" voted against
crease in the economy could be
it.
attributed to back-to-school
shopping and selling of arms to
He did give the president
credit for ending the Cold War
foreign countries.
- and then said it was undeser"How many weapons can we
ved.
sell to keep our economy mov"George Bush only deserves
ing?" he asked. "Look at the
long-term picture and we're
See CLINTON, page seven.
still doing worse than ever."

Faculty to address
Board of Regents
by Michael Zawackl
faculty reporter
Eight University faculty members will travel to Toledo Nov. 5
to attend a forum conducted by the Ohio Board of Regents and
discuss the board's Task Force on Managing for the Future.
The task force has suggested that the state centralize institutional research at the University of Cincinnati and at Ohio State
University and make the Ohio Board of Regents the central
governing body for all Ohio universities and colleges.
Other recommendations by the task force would abolish
community colleges, such as Firelands College, and make them
two-year universities.
Allen White, chairman of the Faculty Senate, said he is concerned that the governor and the state legislators will take the
suggestions made in the task force report seriously.
He added that if this happens it would have an immense impact on state universities by making it difficult to attract students, receive grant money and recruit quality graduate students.
"It's important that the governor and the legislators understand that faculty do more than just stand in front of a classroom," White said.
Physics professor Ron Stoner said he plans to address the Regents to convey his interests as a faculty member and to bring
the faculty view against centralization.
"I plan to talk about the problems with centralization and with
moving control of the universities to Columbus," Stoner said.
Martha Rogers, an associate professor of marketing, said she
will make a case to the OBR and to the public that centralizing
state universities and education around OSU and UC will reduce
the state support and quality of the University and other Ohio
universities.
"The state is willing to spend $39 a day to take care of each
convicted criminal," Rogers said. "But they are only willing to
spend $13 a day to feed and teach each student at state universities and provide centers of learning and progress in the state."
Rogers said that without state support many of Ohio's middleand lower-income families will not be able to send their children
to college and if so only to second- and third-rate universities.
"We will not remain competitive with other states," Rogers
added.

Opinion
page two
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Economic plan places
Clinton above the rest
In just four days, students at this
campus and across the country
will have the opportunity to step into
the voting booth and cast their ballots
for president of the United States. For
many, this will be the first time they
have had the chance to vote in a presidential election. Never have they been
faced with a more difficult decision or
one so important.
With a national debt of more than $4
trillion and a deficit surpassing $400
billion, there is no question that this
country is in trouble. There is no question that the most important issue in
this campaign is the nation's economy.
And there is no question that this country needs to choose a leader who will
address this issue quickly and efficiently. Bill Clinton is clearly that leader.
Clinton's plan of gradually reducing
the deficit by chopping it in half over
four years is exactly what America
needs to get back on its economic feet
again.
The plan calls for the reduction of
federal spending by $140 billion, the
reduction of defense spending by $100
billion and the cutting of 100,000 unnecessary government bureaucratic
positions. In addition, Clinton hopes to
raise the income tax level for Americans earning more than $200,000, add a
10 percent surtax on millionaires and
increase the taxes on foreign corporations ~ corporations which under the
Bush administration have been getting
off almost scot-free.
What Clinton promises that the others
do not is an investment in the most important resource this country has -- its
people. This investment will enable this
country not only to break out of the debt
that 12 years of Republican rule and
Reaganomics has caused, but to rebound economically.
Clinton's plans for creating better
schools, renovating the nation's roads
and bridges, training the work force
and guaranteeing the right to borrow
money for college is exactly the
remedy for which this country is crying
out.
Couple that with Clinton's plans to
end tax breaks for corporations shipping American jobs overseas and his
goals for creating tax relief for the
middle class, and one can clearly see
that this candidate has his mind set on
the people here at home.
On the other hand, George Bush is
offering the same old song and dance.
This year it wasn't "Read my lips," like
it was in 1988, but when Bush claimed

he would "never, ever" raise taxes
again, it was the same thing all over
again. The last thing this country needs
is air-filled promises that lead to four
more years of trickle-down economics.
To combat the deficit, Bush calls for
modest cuts in defense spending and
limiting the growth of many domestic
programs. Isn't this the same rhetoric
he's been offering the past four years?
He and his predecessor have driven the
national debt to the point where the
same old solution isn't going to cut it.
Independent candidate Ross Perot
has some interesting ideas for clearing
up the deficit and getting this country
moving again economically. If elected,
Perot has promised to wipe out the federal deficit in four years by cutting all
federal programs by up to IS percent,
raising the top income tax bracket to 33
percent and raising the gasoline tax 50
cents a gallon.
Do we need, this drastic medicine?
Maybe. Our economy has degenerated
to the point where the strongest medicine available is on order - the
strongest working
medicine. Perot
lacks the political experience and the
stamina to hang in there and get the job
done. He already quit once when the going got tough. What's going to stop him
from doing it again? And even if he does
stick to his guns, the only way he'll be
able to accomplish anything is to fire
them right through Congress. And Congress doesn't work that way.
Even if Perot does get into office and
does get his plan through the Congress,
it is flawed. By reducing the deficit so
quickly and coming down so hard on
middle class motorists, Perot would
likely cause an additional 500,000
Americans to be unemployed before he
gets out of office. This is the belief of economist John White, the creator of
Perot's plan - and he now supports
Clinton.
And so do we.
George Bush has raised the issue of
trust over and over again in this campaign. He's talking about personal
trust. Mr. President, you've missed the
point. What we need in this country now
is a president who we can trust politically. There is only one man we can
trust to rebuild our battered economy.
There is only one man we can trust to
bandage our dilapidated health care
programs and limping educational
system. There is only one man we can
trust to be president of the United
States of America. That man is Bill
Clinton.

Freddie is ruffled by lack of support
The BG News:
As I sit here in my nest pecking
out a note to BGSU, I know you
are busy going to class, work or
to the library, but I did not want
anyone to miss out on the exciting campus events thai are coming up. So make your plans now!
On Saturday, Oct. 31 at 1 p.m.,
the Falcon football team (5-0,6-2)
will defend its MAC championship against MAC foe Miami (3-2,
4-3).
The Falcons are trying to make
it 13 straight victories in the
MAC, after two strong wins on
the road at Toledo and Akron.
Since it will be Halloween, there
Is no question that Saturday's
game will be a challenge for the
Falcons and exciting for the fans.
While I am busy preparing for
the upcoming game, I see the
hard work and dedication put in
by the band, cheerleaders and
the team, but the spirit and enthusiasm created throughout the

\

week is somehow dampened by
the many empty seats I see as I
pace the sidelines.
What's the problem, Falcon
fans? We are the defending MAC
and Raisin Bowl champions, and
our chances for a second straight
bowl appearance improve each
week with a Falcon win.
My plea to all BGSU students
and faculty is to come to the
game and cheer our team to yet
another victory. Students, please
take advantage of thefree admission and present your I.D. at the
gate.
Get out and let the team know
that it has your support. Show the
rest of the MAC what it's like to
be unbeatable at BGSU!
After all this talk about football, I cannot forget our other fall
sports that are continuing the
winning tradition of BGSU.
Our soccer team is nationally
ranked and the women's volleyball team is doing excellent also.

legalizing drugs might
solve the drug problem
An interesting question was
raised during the last presidential debate. The candidates
were asked if they thought the
drug problem in America could
be solved by legalizing drugs.
President Bush, obviously embarrassed by his administration's
failure to stem the flow of drugs
from Latin America to our cities,
was unable to contribute anything meaningful on this question. Summoning his best Ishoulda t least -sound-like-I-know-what-I'm
-doing tone of voice, he opined "...
I think legalization of narcotics ...
would be totally counterproductive."
Mr. Perot, enigmatic as ever,
ominously warned, "... we're going to have some blunt talks
about this."
Barely able to contain his
eagerness to be our next leader.
Bill Clinton resorted to the
trademark weapon that the
"grandmaster of slip and slide,"
Ronald Reagan, used with such
devastating effect against his
opponents: the personal anecdote. Momentarily abandoning
his customary smirk, Clinton
launched into a heartrending
narrative about how his wayward
younger brother probably
wouldn't be alive today if drugs
had been legal. After tugging at
the heartstrings of all the
viewers out there in T.V. land,
Mr. Clinton vowed never to
legalize drugs.
Last year alone the U.S.
government spent $10.5 billion of
our money on drug interdiction.
This year, the Bush administration wants spending increased to
$11.7 billion. Prudence dictates
there ought to be something to
show for that huge investment,
yet the government's own statistics show just the opposite.
The investigatory arm of Congress, the General Accounting
Office, recently published its
findings on the administration's
drug war. It unflinchingly stated,
"Many smugglers ... continue to
transport cocaine into the U.S.
with impunity."
To compound the problem, the
Bush administration has sent
federal Drug Enforcement
Agency (DEA) agents to foreign
countries to help beleaguered political allies combat powerful

Both show no signs of letting up.
Athletes, keep up the good work,
and I look forward to seeing you
in action. Students, faculty, staff
and citizens of this community,
come out in your brown and orange and help me cheer on the
Falcons to victory!
Just another friendly reminder
that the Falcons will close out
their 1991-1992 season on Nov. 14
with Parent's Weekend, when BG
hosts MAC rival Ball State. Last
year, BG squeaked one out
against Ball State, 14-13, so this
year's game should be no exception.
Make your plans now so your
Signed letters or columns exparents and friends can come
press the beliefs of the individual
and enjoy the weekend with you.
Go Falcons! Beat Miami and and In no way represent the opinBall State and sweep the MAC ions of The New*.
agalnl
Las Vegas or bust I
All readers of The News are
encouraged to express their opinFreddie Falcon
ions through letters to the editor

John Bernard

drug lords. Peru, one of the
major producers of cocaine, was
especially popular with the DEA
crowd.
However, despite honorable intentions, our agents appear to
have worn out their welcome.
The Peruvian president recently
stated that police raids supported

"l( legalizing drugs would be
more cost effective and pose
fewer threats to individual
civil rights, why has it not
been tried before? Perhaps
our leaders don't desire a
solution to the drug
problem."

by the DEA lave been "violating
all types of civil rights" of peasants in his country. Mr. Fujimori
continued, "Millions of dollars
have been wasted and there has
not been any results,"(The
(Toledo) Blade, Feb. 27,1992).
But if squandering billions on
drug interdiction and trampling
the civil rights of foreign citizens
won't solve the drug problem,
what is the answer?
Americans have long had the
reputation of being a nation of
pragmatic problem solvers. We
seem forever ready to abandon
unproductive courses of action in
favor of a novel approach. That's
certainly a national strength.
Rather than casting about in all
directions for a solution to the
drug problem, I suggest trying a
course of action that has already
been advocated and that employs
the logic of capitalism to solve

the drug problem.
The drug trade is really no
different than any other business
venture. There's a commodity
(the drug); effective demand,
that is, the willingness and ability
to pay for the commodity; willing
suppliers; and a market that
more or less balances supply and
demand by raising or lowering
prices.
One of the most elementary
laws of business states that, given few barriers for entry into a
market together with the opportunity to make high profits, entrepreneurs and capital will flow
toward that particular activity whether the activity is manufacturing computer chips, designing
clothing or selling drugs.
If these so-called laws of capitalism really do work as economists claim, the answer to the
drug problem would seem to lie
in finding a way to remove the
profit incentive from the activityThe fabulous profits found in
the drug trade arise because of
the risks involved in bringing
drugs to market. As in any other
business, once the risks have
been reduced, profits will drop
proportionately. To eliminate
those stubborn drug suppliers
who would be satisfied with reduced profits after drugs were
legalized, a strictly regulated
government agency could engage in "predatory pricing." This
means that the government
agency would drive competitors
from the market by supplying
drugs at a price no other supplier
would be wiiiing to match.
I would be willing to bet that
these innovations could be implemented ct a fraction of the
cost of our current multibillion
dollar investment, which has
been largely ineffective.
If legalizing drugs would be
more cost-effective and pose
fewer threats to individual civil
rights, why has it not been tried
before? Perhaps our leaders
don't desire a solution to the drug
problem. After all, as long as citizens are fearful of drug-crazed
criminals, our leaders don't have
to worry about their jobs. Or is it
perhaps that our leaders are not
nearly so confident that those socalled "iron laws" of capitalism
actually work in reality...

Responses Wantedand guest columns.
Letters to the editor should be
200-300 words In length and
should be double-spaced and
signed. Address or on-campus
mail box number along with your
telephone number for verification must be Included.
The News reserves the right to

reject any material that Is
offensive, malicious or libelous.
All submissions are subject to
condensation.
Please address all submissions
to:
Opinion Editor
The BG News
210 West Hall
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More action should be taken Perkins is 'best county has to offeK
to kill anti-gay discrimination
Many have questioned and
will continue to question the
cause of homosexuality. Some
have suggested that bisexualiiy is actually the normal sexual orientation. Because our
society has continually been
socialized to believe that
heterosexuality is the norm,
however, our overall mindset
is so heterosexist that most
would probably not admit it to
themselves even if they had
experienced any "abnormal"
sexual feelings.
In this sense, perhaps bisexual and homosexual women
and men constitute a group
that is brave enough to be in
touch with their own feelings,
despite the established societal
norms.
Others theorize that a nontraditional sexual orientation
results from a certain biological factor or factors that one is
born with.
Still others think that homosexuality might be related to
how a person is socialized.
Even in the pages of The
News, letters have appeared
debating whether homosexuals
should qualify as a minority.
According to one man, homosexual people should not be
covered under laws that
protect minority groups from
discrimination in various ways,
because homosexuals chose
their lifestyle. Is homosexuality something a person is born
with or is it a conscious choice
that is made later in life?
I don't know the answer to
this question, but I do find it
hard to believe that someone
would be eager to enter into a
lifestyle laced with as much
prejudice and discrimination
as most homosexuals face.
Choosing to deal with such
discrimination would certainly
not be a casual decision. Homosexuals are affected by unreasonable and unwarranted
unfairness even on this campus. One example is the ROTC

Juliet Cook

ban on gays. Should the University continue to be affiliated with an organization that
enforces this particular policy?
This has been a big issue
lately and obviously it is also a
multifaceted one. Lots of students are here on ROTC scholarships and some of thenm
might be unable to attend col-

"Homosexuals are affected
by unreasonable and
unwarranted unfairness
even on this campus. One
example is the ROTC ban on
gays."

lege without this aid.
On the other hand, many
other students are being discriminated against because, as
gays or lesbians, they are being
denied the opportunity to benefit from ROTC. Whether they
are even interested in participation is secondary. The point
is that they can't, just because
of their sexual orientation. As
long as ROTC maintains this
discriminatory policy and remains affiliated with the University, then homosexual University students, whether interested in ROTC or not, are
being insulted by its policy and
thus its continued presence on

this campus.
The Graduate Student Senate
has written a resolution requesting termination of University affiliation with the
ROTC program. Of course,
there is disagreement about
the issue among GSS members.
According to Sen. Edward Eaton, "It's a dangerous road we're taking if we take action on
any political issues. It is not
our place to discuss this" (The
News, Oct. 26).
Maybe it's just me, but isn't
this comment a bit ironic?
After all, we are talking about
Graduate Student SENATE, a
student GOVERNMENT organization. It seems that a
government organization
would be expected to deal with
some political issues.
Eaton feels the GSS should
deal with only campus-related
issues. However, it seems that
issues affecting students on
campus should be considered
campus-related issues, and the
ROTC issue certainly affects
students on campus. Perhaps
the ROTC issue should be
looked upon as a campusrelated issue that happens to be
political, as well.
Eaton also referred to the
GSS proposal as "several senators jumping on the nolitical
bandwagon" (The News, Oct.
26). However, I doubt the popularity of the ROTC issue is a
matter of trendiness; it is more
likely a matter of the importance of the issue.
When an issue is so important to so many, it is appropriate, even necessary, that
organizations like GSS take action on the issue.
I also hope USG will "jump
on the political bandwagon"
soon. USG needs to take action
on the ROTC issue to prove it is
an organization truly interested in protecting rights and
preventing discrimination for
all undergraduates.

Miller's philosophy good for county
The BG News:
This fall the students at BGSU
have the opportunity to elect a
person who has done more to improve relations between the student and non-student communities than anyone else in our
county - Ed Miller.
During the past eight years,
first as city councilman and then
as mayor. Miller put more time
and effort into the often frustrating task of uniting students and
permanent residents than any
previous mayor or city official.
Those of us who have been
around a few years remember
Miller going door-to-door in
apartment complexes to gather

our concerns and share his solu- teamwork. He just recently
tions.
served as the chairman of the
We remember his unrelenting Toledo Metropolitan Area Councommitment to the City- cil of Governments (TMACOG).
University Relations Committee,
a committee he helped to expand
At this time, when cooperation
to better represent our needs. We and teamwork are vital comporemember his consistent at- nents in the effort to bring jobs
tendance at our social events and to all of Northwest Ohio, there
philanthropies. Most importan- should be no better leader than
tly, we remember his willingness Ed Miller. Ed Miller is the best
to listen to and address our prob- choice for Wood County Commislems.
ioner.
Ed Miller is the model of a public servant. He is not serving for
his own motivations, but to better
Jeff Livingston
the lives of those around him. It
Junior
is no wonder that his theme is
Political Science

Dave

David Miller

The BG News:
As I'm sure everyone's tired of
being reminded, election time is
right around the corner. We've
all seen the rallies, heard the debates, read the cute little signs
and many of us have already
made up our minds.
But for those who haven't, especially in the local races, I'd like
to recommend one specific man.
That man is Alvie Perkins, running for Wood County Commisioner against Franklin Tokes and
Ed Miller.
Perkins has been one of Wood
County's most dedicated civil
servants in the last two decades.
He was on the BG City Council
from 1972-75, he served as mayor
from 1976-82, and he has served
one term as Wood County Commissioner from 1985-89.
In these 20 years, Perkins has
always worked to support BGSU
students and has been recognized
for this effort with the endorsement of The News.
He was one of Bowling Green's
first mayors to actively appoint
students to local committees.
This involvement has led to the
student representation we have

on City Council today, and the in- seriously and, if necessary, be a
creased role students are playing lobbyist for our causes at the
Statehouse, through his position
and will play in local politics.
in the Ohio County Commisioners
When students complained Association.
about the stink and health hazard
from the Poe Ditch (a polluted
As a civil servant, he is of the
area near the old waste treat- finest caliber. A true disbeliever
ment facility), Perkins pushed in party lines, he had our current
for the production of a new, Republican mayor, Wes Hoffmodern waste treatment plant man, as his municipal adviser for
outside of town. This not only his entire mayoral tenure.
cleaned up the local environment
but guaranteed that the Wood
He believes in a bipartisan
County waste treatment plant government that works together
would be less of a polluting fac- and doesn't bicker over silly issues. This belief in teamwork and
tor at it's site.
cooperation is a part of what he
Perkins will continue to work has run on since 1972. These
for the students and residents of aren't ideas that he has picked up
Wood County as commisioner. to win a few votes. This is what
He will actively seek ways to get he believes in.
more local internship opportuniIf you want the best that Wood
ties for students. He will contin- County has to offer, if you want a
ue to voice his opposition to the commissioner endorsed by both
educational budget cuts coming The News and The Sentinelout of Columbus.
Tribune, then on Nov. 3, cast
your vote for Alvie Perkins.
If we tell him what is on our
minds, and what we think needs
Michael F. Haynes
to be done to make Wood County
Sophomore
better; he will take what we say
Math/Popular Culture

Van Ness' column has problems
The BG News:
After reading in Mr. Van
Ness's column, "Four more years
and some Republican stuff like
that" (The News, Oct. 29) and his
concern for constructing good
arguments, I decided to make
him aware of a few problems
with his statements.
About the media ... While the
media seems to blame the president for the world's ills, it is only
fair. Bush would have us believe
that we alone are responsible for
the end of the Cold War and tearing down the Berlin Wall. If the
media is wrong for giving him
the blame, he is wrong for taking
the credit.

Why mud-slinging isn't an is- Mr. Van Ness has a point: The
sue ... Bush would have us be- College Republicans are not the
lieve that he is morally superior "Hitler Youth." However, some
to Bill Clinton. Put simply: if of their members took it upon
draft dodging is an issue, what themselves to verbally abuse
about Dan Quayle? If admitting people and tear down their signs
mistakes is important, why when the president visited.
Perhaps some of those people
wouldn't Bush let his party admit
his tax raise was a mistake in the were being obnoxious. Not all of
party platform?
them were, however. And memBush has not only focused on bers of the College Republicans
character, he has ignored the is- were not distinguishing between
sues. Van Ness's analysis of the the two. That's too bad if characpoll statistics shows a remarka- ter is an issue in a country which
ble lack of understanding about respects free speech.
statistical analysis. The drop in
Clinton's standing was not statisPhi'ip M. Mouch
tically significant.
Senior
About the "Hitler Youth" ...
Psychology/Philosophy

Voting on ballot issues important
Students encouraged to recognize potential effects on community
The BG News:
So you have taken another step
on becoming a concerned citizen
of the Bowling Green community. You have registered to vote in
your place of residence. Congratulations and welcome, we do
need more concerned people involved in the democratic process.
This may be your first presidential election vote. You will
never forget how you listened to
the candidates, made your decision and voted.
I remember my first presidential vote, but I also remember
being faced with something else
in that voting booth -- Issues.
I can't remember what they
were about and I was not knowledgeable about them. "Ballot issues text" can be quite confusing
to read. I am sorry to say I voted
on them (that first time) without
knowing what a yes or a no vote

might mean to our community.
But the presidential race was
the important thing, right?
WRONG. Well, the issues probably don't affect me anyway,
right? WRONG. Every time you
vote on an issue - be it a yes or no
vote - it is important. It will affect your life someday.
Be informed on the issues and
listen to both sides. Make your
decision based on the information as to how it will affect you,
your community and the statewide community over a longrange period.
Many voting issues last longer
than four years. Some may never
go away once passed. Be informed and ask yourself and others these questions about the issues.
1. Is it necessary to correct a
problem or does it create new
ones?

2. Are there laws and resolutions already in place that cover
this issue?
3. Will it benefit you and the
community?
4. Will the benefits be worth
the price?
New taxes or increases in the
present taxes are the result of
some issues being passed. Many
times the cost is not in taxes, but
in increases in consumer prices,
interest rates, rent increases, utility increases and jobs lost.
Again, congratulations on
taking steps to become a registered and concerned voter. Now
take the next step. Be informed THEN vote on Nov. 3.
Joann Woodbury
Manager, Winthrop Terrace
Apts.
Bowling Green, Ohio

Help Make It 9 Wins In A Row At Home!

Net* the time change
ler Klckeff - 1 tOO PM

Wear your Halloween outfit!

4/ MAC ATTACK! - FALCON FOOTBALL VS. MIAMI TOMORROW 1PM. V«J|
CAREER SEMINAR
The Mutual Life Insurance Company of New York
MONY Life of America
The staff of MONY invite you to hear a presentation about our trillion
dollar industry, our Company, and our career opportunity.
DATE: Saturday, October 31,1992
TIME: 11:00 AM- 1:00 PM
LOCATION: Campus Room - Union
Call Kayc Marralc, FLMI at (419) 865-8001 for reservations.
Seniors, Graduate Students & Alumni Welcome
Securities available through MONY Securities Corporation
Member NASD
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Electoral process gets
notice in high schools
bySharlL. Veleba
campus reporter
Wood County school districts
are involving themselves in the
political process in a variety of
ways to bring the election
closer to students.
Mock elections, political
clubs and actual fieldwork for
local campaigns are a few of
the ways in which teen-agers
are learning about politics.
At Bowling Green High
School, students are voting today in a mock election during
lunch time. Students are following national support for the
candidates, said Brian Hut
chinson, 17, a senior posing as
President George Bush.
"I'm not a staunch Republican, but I saw everyone jumping on the Clinton bandwagon. I
wanted to get on Bush's side to
show people his programs
work," he said.
Hutchinson said the school
campaign enables each side to
present commercials over the
public address system.
"The major parties get to
make one-minute commercials,
and the other parties are allowed to make 30-second commercials," he said.
The time difference mirrors
the economics of a real campaign, he said.
Andrew Groat, 17, a senior
portraying Democratic candidate Gov. Bill Clinton at the
school, said the mock election
is taken seriously by students
because they recognize the importance of the actual Nov. 3
election.
"There is a growing awareness that whoever wins the
election will be the leader, and
will a have strong influence on
the opportunities that will be
out there," he said.
Matt Carek, 17, a senior
portraying vice presidential
candidate Sen. Al Gore, said
the process helps students.
"I feel strongly our country

JQ

"There is a growing
awareness that whoever
wins the election will be the
leader, and will a have
strong influence on the
opportunities that will be out
there."
Andrew Groat, Bowling
Green High School senior
needs a change. 1 wanted to
find out more about the process and take it to the students," he said.
Groat said all aspects of a
real campaign have entered
the high school's hallways.
"The mudslinging is here,"
he said, referring to student
Republicans' signs and commercials that are derogatory to
the Democrats.
"Originally we intended not
to do that. 'Barb' and 'Marilyn'
[students standing in as the
Republicans' wives] ripped
apart 'Hillary' and 'Tipper.' We
felt we had to defend ourselves," Groat said.
Mike Watkins, government
teacher at the school, said the
process is educational for the
students.
"It's sort of a rehearsal. I
wish more adults were as active," he said.
Roger Frank, government
teacher at Elmwood High
School, said his school's students will hold a mock election
Nov. 3, and they will vote on a
president, U.S. Representative,
U.S. Senator, state issues and
the Wood County Sheriff race.
Frank said the results of an assignment he gave students
surprised him.
"In papers they wrote.
President Bush was favored by
most in case of an emergency,"
he said.
Perrysburg High School is
the only school in Wood County

to have organized political
clubs.
Brittany Hudak, 17, a senior
and president of the Young
Democrats club, said her group
of 35 students is still becoming
organized.
"We're struggling to gain the
rights that the other student
groups have," she said.
Hudak said two Young Republicans infiltrated the first
Young Democrats meeting and
recorded the entire meeting on
tape.
"I don't know why they did
that. I presented the facts of
the Democratic platform. It
was actually good they were
there," she said.
David Wetmore, president of
the Young Republicans, said he
was unaware of the taping activity by his group's members.
"I didn't know anything
about that. I have no involvement with that. I would
never encourage it. I can't keep
track of 70 students," he said.
ThtBGNcwnfl.lnd.Unc

Wetmore said his group is
involved with Wood County
politics and assisted the University College Republicans
with the presidential visit in
September.
"Instead of dues for our
group, we charge one can of
food. We've collected about 60
cans so far. We're donating it
to victims of Hurricane Andrew," he said.
Wetmore said there is not a
group representing Ross Perot
or any other third parties at his
school.
The mock election to be held
at Rossford High School will
feature the traditional candidates, but will offer students
the opportunity to vote on issues critical to the school itself.
"Students will be registering
their opinions on topics like the
dress code and the length of
school day," said Chuck Cox,
government teacher.

Discussing plans for the final assembly, Bowling Green High School senior Andrew Groat addresses a
group of Democratic students at the high school Thursday afternoon. Groat was chosen to act as
Democratic presidential candidate Bill Clinton In the school's mock election.

Teens prefer Clinton in national mock vote
by Shari L. Veleba
campus reporter
Heading into the Nov. 3 election, Gov. Bill
Clinton can rest easy - a majority of teens participating in a national mock vote are on his side.
The two-day voting period, which was sponsored by Whittle Education Networks' Channel
One and the Burger King Corporation, involved
a record 3.5 million youths between the ages of
13 and 18.
Nationally, Clinton emerged the winner of the
"One Vote" exercise with a 43 percent margin,
followed by President George Bush with 27 percent. Ross Perot was third, with 24 percent of
the vote, and 6 percent voted for "Other."
Bush lost in all of his "home" states, winning
only in Alaska and Utah.
Clinton captured Vice President Dan Quayle's

home state of Indiana. Perot outperformed Bush
in 28 states, including Ohio. The results of the
Ohio vote gave Clinton a victory with 42.3 percent; Perot received 28.6 percent, and Bush garnered 24.3 percent, said Jini Ritts, president of
network affairs at Channel One.
"I'm not sure how this serves as a harbinger
for Nov. 3, but in the election polls that were
done, female teens favored Clinton, while teen
males favored Bush," he said.
Ritts said 42 percent of female teens voted for
Clinton, 26 percent for Bush, and 25 percent for
Perot. "Other" received 6 percent of the teen
female vote.
Participating schools were sent realisticlooking ballots, which were monitored and
counted by an appointed election commission,
usually comprising student council members,
Ritts said.

HOME FALCON FOOTBALL TOMORROW 1PM... SEE Y00 THERE! v<|f
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John K.

HARTMAN
For Ohio Senate

John W.

SINN

Dedkited to
Integrity, Service and the Public Tiuit"

For Ohio House

Leadership For A Change!
Potacal Mymeanwit. Pad lor by Hi* Wood County Democratic Party: A.R. Baldwin. Chair. P O Bo. 707. Bowling Gracn, CH 43402

Polls Open
Tuesday, Nov. 3,1992
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You may legally take this sample ballot
with you into the polls when you vote.
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PRESIDFNT/VICE PRESIDENT

BILL CLINTON/ALBERT GORE
U S SENATOR

JOHN GLENN
U S CONGRESS • 9th DISTRICT

MARCY KAPTUR
OHIO SENATE - 2nd DISTRICT

JOHN K. "JACK" HARTMAN
OHIO HOUSE - 4lh DISTRICT

JOHN W. SINN
COUNTY COMMISSIONER

ALVIN L. PERKINS
COUNTY COMMISSIONER

THOMAS 0. WARNS
COUNTY SHERIFF

MATTHEW C. BRICHTA
COUNTY PROSECUTOR

ALBERT L. POTTER
COUNTY RECORDER

SUE KINDER
h OHIO SUPREME COURT
CHIEF JUSTICE

»
»
»

ROBERT H. GORMAN

i*

OHIO SUPREME COURT
ASSOCIATE JUSTICE

JOHN T. PATTON
OHIO SUPREME COURT
ASSOCIATE JUSTICE

FRANCIS E. SWEENEY
STATE SCHOOL BOARD

J. JAMES BISHOP
COURT OF APPEALS

CHARLES ABOOD
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Clinton believes
voters own Ohio
by Christina Wise
city editor

discouraged by the tightening of
the polls.
"For five days I'm going to ask
While Gov. Bill Clinton spoke you to hold on," Clinton said.
inside the University of Toledo "The Republicans think they
Student Union auditorium have a lock on Ohio - they think
Thursday morning, thousands of they own it. I think you own
his supporters, many of them Ohio."
He said he needs the help of
students, stood outside hoping
students to win the right to fight
for a glimpse of the candidate.
They got more than a glimpse. for a better future. He said he
A podium was erected, a micro- needs students to vote.
phone was hooked up and they
Attorney General Lee Fisher,
got an impromptu rally.
who with former Ohio Gov. Dick
Clinton spoke to the crowd Celeste, "warmed up the crowd"
about trickle-down economics, outside, said those who support
the need for change in America Clinton need to rally support for
and, most vehemently, the im- him among voters and vote
portance of students to his cam- themselves.
"Wear your buttons, put up
paign.
"A lot of people think the those signs in your car windows,"
young people of this country who Fisher said. "You've got to think,
want change won't vote," Clinton eat, sleep America. Because if
said. "I think they're wrong."
you do, you'll think, eat, sleep Bill
He said thousands of first-time Clinton."
voters have registered because
Celeste echoed the plea.
they want to see a change in this
"We need to make sure there is
country.
a record turn-out of those who
"The courage to stand up for are prepared to take on not only
the future to change - that's what George Bush and Dan Quayle,
we need here."
but those two other guys, too. The
He asked students not to be time for change is at hand."

Before leaving the University of Toledo and heading for Detroit,!
ThtBGNt-i/rimNormM
Democratic presidential nominee Gov. Bill Clinton shakes hands and 16,500 people stood outside the Student Union Auditorium waiting to
talks to students after an impromptu rally Thursday morning. About I see Clinton.

Business group is created
byMellndaC. Monhart
city life reporter
Five Northwest Ohio Small Business Development Centers have received the go-ahead from the
Ohio Department of Development to come
together and form what is now known as the
Northwest Ohio Small Business Development Consortium.
The business centers included in this consortium
are Bowling Green, Toledo, Sandusky, Fremont
and Archibold. This grouping serves a nine-county
span.
Tom Blaha, director of the Wood County Small
Business Development Center, said that SBDC is a
national partnership between the Small Business
Administration at the federal level and the Agency
of State Government, responsible for economic
development in each state.
"In Ohio it was determined last year by Operation Improvement Task Force," Blaha said.
"[They] got together and decided how they could
streamline and improve after looking at a map of
38 small business centers which would submit
proposals to the state for the local level."
He said the task force decided that trying to
keep in contact with 38 small business centers was
not efficient. The task force, in turn, asked these
centers to form a consortium that would coordinate for the region and report to one entity.
"We've formed a consortium, but we still have
our own identity," he said. "The state felt it would
be more efficient if we serve the small businesses
of the consortium efficiently."
The proposal process work started in March,
Blaha said, and was put into motion on Oct. 1.
"One reason we felt it was important here is because of our close ties with BGSU," Blaha added.
The Wood County Small Business Development
Center has coordinated with the University.
Suzanne Crawford, dean of continuing education, has helped with the formation of seminars
dealing with various business aspects.
"The Office of Continuing Education has been
our partner in putting on the workshops and seminars quite often held on campus," Blaha said.
"They help bring experts into Bowling Green."
A second tie with the University is The Center

FOR THE
LATEST IN
BOTH
LOCAL
AND
CAMPUS
CRIME,
CHECK
OUT THE
BG NEWS
BLOTTER.

for Governmental Research and Public Service,
housed in Williams Hall. It is a spinoff of the political science department, in conjunction with Frank
McKenna.
The Canadian Studies program, in the Business
Administration Building, with director Mark Kasoff, has helped local businesses access the Canadian Business market. A major thrust in the business market with Canada, especially the North
American Free Trade Agreement, has brought
more attention to this, Blaha said.
"The linkages we've developed with them have
brought us above and beyond our own abilities," he
said.
The SBDCs offer other services such as assistance in business plan preparation, financial
analysis, marketing, financial records, taxes, general business practices and start-up of new ventures.
"Each development center has different areas of
expertise, and now small businesses can come to
any of them in the consortium," Blaha said. "If we
can make them more profitable, they can grow,
expand and make more jobs available in the private sector."
Blaha said that this is a real opportunity for the
public sector to help the private sector create jobs.
"To serve the customer is the motto," he said.
He added that all the other SBDCs are equal in
proportion, but the Wood County SBDC is the contact point with the state for this consortium. The
five centers can integrate their training schedules
so that the others can coordinate and keep no repeIK BG Newi/rim Norman
tition, Blaha said.
People
standing
outside
the
University
of
Toledo
Student
Union
Auditorium
scream
their support lor
"The real bread and butter of what we do is individual business counseling sessions," he said. "In Gov. Bill Clinton after his arrival at an im prom t u rally Thursday morning.
addition, we put on training sessions, workshops
and seminars about various topics."
Nearly all the services offered by these centers
are free. The centers are funded by the U.S. Small
Business Administration, the Ohio Department of
Development and other local hosts. A small business is most often defined as having 500 employees or fewer.
"We can help existing business, or start up business, create a business plan and help them find
money, but we can't fund them," he said. "We're
not a funding agency."

American Red Cross
"Onel 4* rCheese
pizza with one
topping
$5.99

20% OFF
FAST FREE DELIVERY
1616E.Woosfer
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Fall 1993 Listings Are Available.
Good Locations Close To Campus.
Hurry/ Only a few left for second semester.
Leases beginning January 2, 1993.
Call for more information at:

352-0717

HOME FALCON
HOCKEY TONIGHT!
BOWLING GREBV VS. KB\IT

FACE-OFF 7:00 PM
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Play puts a spin on old fairy tale Campus to host
'Mirror, Mirror' has chance of winning creative writing contest
its Preview Day
byToddKlelsmlt
contributing reporter

raised unaware of her black heritage. The story delves into the
character's struggle to discover
who she really is and reaches its
climax when the character Neicey Smithers - looks to her
mirror to find her true identity.
"The play starts out where she
and her new boyfriend, who is
black, move into an inner city
neighborhood," Williamson said.
"She, having not been raised
black, is completely ignorant of
cultural things she needs to know
for survival now.
"She's going into it with a
different mentality. She has to
learn how to deal with who she is
in this environment and how to
overcome her cultural gap. She
wants to be a part of the black
community - she just doesn't
know how," Williamson added.
Williamson, 26, said she got
some of her ideas for the play
from a girl she went to school
with that experienced a similar
conflict.
"I've always wondered where

"Mirror, mirror on the wall,
who's the fairest one of all?"
The line from "Snow White and
the Seven Dwarfs" has become
treasured folklore among Disney
fanatics.
Snow White's adoring mirror
responds that she is, indeed, the
fairest one of all. University
graduate student Gayle Williamson has put her own new twist to
the fabled line - but her version
is certainly not a fairy tale.
Williamson, who is working
toward a master's of fine arts in
creative writing, will introduce a
free play, "Mirror, Mirror," at 8
p.m. in 405 University Hall. The
play will also be performed at the
same time and place Saturday
and again at 3 p.m. Sunday at
University Hall.
The play, Williamson's first
production, is about a grown mulatto woman who was adopted by
white parents and has been

they feel they fit in," she said.
Her play received a huge boost
in July when theater faculty
member Deana Thomas, who is
the play's director, read the play
in front of the Black Theater
Network National Conference in
Detroit.

The response was overwhelmingly positive, Thomas said.
"They really admired her flair
for dialogue and foreshadowing.
What I think is so magnificent
about this play is that she conceived it about a problem. When I
first heard this story, I thought,
'Could this be possible?' I found
that not only was this possible,
but it is happening," Thomas
said.
She added that a student who
graduated from Bowling Green
three years ago had struggled
through an almost identical situation.
"That really hit home," Thomas added. "She [Williamson] is

the first playwright to bring this
up"
Williamson's script of the play
will be entered later this year in
the Lorraine Hansberry Competition. She said this weekend's
performances are "kind of a
workshop" to get some feedback
and fine-tune her script.
Thomas is convinced "Mirror,
Mirror" will do well in the creative writing contest. "I really
think it's going to win," she said.
The play, Thomas added, even
has the potential to make it to
Broadway.

Williamson, who hopes to pursue a career in creative writing,
said she will use the feedback
from the play to help determine
what her strong points are and
her weak points.
Is the playwright a little nervous going into her big weekend?
She smiled widely, and then
burst into laughter: "I'm scared
to death! "she said.

Use a condom.

by Jane Kilgore
student life reporter

Students interested in attending the University can
become familiar with what
the campus has to offer by attending Preview Day Saturday.
Preview Day will feature
displays from 9:30 a.m. until
noon in the Lenhart Grand
Ballroom of the University
Union. All academic departments, student services and
campus organizations will be
represented.
According to Assistant Director of Admissions Lisa
Chavers, 2,708 people, Including students, their parents
and friends, attended the
event last year.
"We are hoping to top that
number this year," she said.
"We arc preparing for a success."
Faculty, staff and University students will be available
to answer any questions prospective students and parents
may have about academic
programs, services, organizations and campus life in general. Also, campus tours will
leave the Union every five
minutes from 10 to 11:45 a.m.
to give visitors a closer look
at the campus.
"The faculty has been very

cooperative, and I am just excited to see what will happen
with the event," Chavers said.
"We have a lot of volunteer
tour guides, and even international students are participating. There are many students
taking pride in their university."
Campus dining facilities
will be open for lunch and
complimentary tickets will be
available to students and parents interested in watching
the Falcon football team
battle Miami University at 1
p.m.
"This is a great opportunity
for prospective students and
their parents to talk with a
variety of people at the University and take a tour of
campus," said John Martin,
director of admissions. "It
also gives them the opportunity to attend the football
game and be a part of an important college-wide activity."
Students unable to attend
Preview Day Saturday have
the opportunity to come to the
University for a second program Dec. 5.
For more information concerning Preview Day, contact
the Office of Admissions at
372-2086.

CELEBRATE HALLOWEEN... FALCON HOCKEY TONIGHT 7 PM!

New Favorites.

Sheriff Matt Brichta...

A Proven Track Record
* Increased the department's arrest rate 300%
* Intensified traffic enforcement against drunk drivers
if Reduced traffic fatalities 44% this year
* Returned to the County Commissioners more than
$
1,000,000 in unused appropriations because of
increased efficiency of his department
* Implemented the countywide 9-1-1 emergency
communication system

$788
*

Cassette

■

- ^ wLALWAVS

* Oversaw the completion and staffing of the new justice center

rHE {AS1

'° KNOVV. just

■ ■ LIKE A MAN cnq WHEN ypu WFBP VQUNG

Old Favorites!
U2 catalog
on sale!

~k Added two, full-time narcotics officers...a first for Wood County
* Instituted high-visibility, 24-hour countywide patrol

Matt Brichta has made Wood County a
safer place to live... He's got our vote.

12 OCTOBER

Ohio Patrolmen's Benevolent Association,
Rossford Patrolmen's Association
BG News. Bowling Green, Ohio
Sheriff Jim Telb, Lucas County
Ron Bielski, Former Police Chief,
Rossford, Ohio
Mathew Vedra, Former Police Chief,
Rossford, Ohio
Virgil Garwood, Director, Property Protection,
Libbey-Owens-Ford
John B. Simmons, President, Security Management Consultants Int'l., Perrysburg, Ohio
Richard E. Maier, Editor, Security News

$C88
•^Cassette

John Waddell, Nuclear Security Investigator,
Toledo Edison
Lee Knorek, Rossford, Ohio

$Q88
-^ CD

Fritz Rudolph, Walbridge, Ohio

y°»J%Zto»«*!

Music available only at our 1080 S. Main St. Store

Leading the way.

James Secor, Pemberville, Ohio
Virginia Stranahan, Perrysburg, Ohio

'give blood"""»4Hl Re-elect Sheriff Matt Brichta.
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Restroom stickers point to Link
Messages used to raise awareness of victim advocacy program
by Jason Pesllkls
city reporter
University students and personnel may have noticed something different as they exit
some campus restrooms t bright orange, black and
white stickers on the doors.
The stickers represent The
Link's effort to increase
awareness of its Victims Advocacy Program, which offers
help to people who have been
victims of violent crimes.
The Link, established in
1975, is a 24-hour crisis intervention center, and the VAP
began three years ago.
Lora Barned, interim director of crisis intervention services, said there are survivors
of violent crime who need to be
reached.
Barned decided to try something new to create awareness
after attending a conference.
"I talked to a woman at Ohio

"People who have been subjected to some kind of violence
may be frightened and reluctant to seek help they can
benefit from."
Betty Yarris, Counseling Psychologist for the
University
State University who did the
same thing and it was successful," Barned said. "We have
had some resident advisers put
them up, and members of the
Women's Reproductive Rights
Organization also helped us."
The messages printed on the
stickers vary. One uses an
alarming statistic (one in six
college-age women will be
raped) to get the reader's attention, but also relates the statistic to a personal level. Another simply states victims of
violent crime do not have to
deal with their problems alone.
The Link's VAP helps violent
crime victims with any of three

major concerns: medical assistance, legal assistance and
counseling or long-term therapyBarned stressed that victims
who report violent crimes to
The Link or to police do not
have to prosecute their case.
"There is a misconception
that [the victim) has to prosecute the case," Barned said.
"We are here for support."
The program can help victims who want to prosecute by
getting a lawyer and walking
them through the system.
The VAP can help victims
receive necessary medical
treatment and counseling.

Medical attention is often essential and counseling helps
most victims.
Kristine Urrutia, president
of Women's Reproductive
Rights Organization, said University restrooms were a good
target for the stickers because
people will notice them when
they are alone and have time to
think about the statement.
"The stickers were put up in
both men's and women's restrooms - these messages are
not geared to only one gender,"
Urrutia said.
Betty Yarris, a counseling
psychologist for the University's counseling center, said any
message that increases awareness is a good one.
"People who have been subjected to some kind of violence
may be frightened and reluctant to seek help they can
benefit from," Yarris said.
The counseling center is free
and confidential to students.

Community informed by newsletter
Downtown Business Association wants to better communications
byMellndaC. Monhart
city life reporter
The Downtown Business Association has taken another step to
educate people
about downtown Bowling
Green, this
time with the
production of a
newsletter.
The Downtown Register
is a newsletter
designed to
help improve
Tinker
communications with people to
keep them informed about downtown.
"We started it to increase our
communication," said Jim Tin-

ker, DBA director. "People weren't getting information."
Money for the first newsletters
came out of the DBA treasury.
Tinker said that the newsletter
was started to show local and
federal officials that the DBA
wanted to broaden its goals and
fund itself.
"We're selling ads to pay for
the issues themselves," Tinker
said. "Anywhere you can get
newspapers will have them."
The DBA applied for and
received a $10,000 grant that will
provide it with the funds necessary to pay for a year of administration and downtown development. Three newsletters have
been published and the first edition was available in September,
"It woke them up to some of
our goals," he said. "It's a testa-

"Some ol the design I wasn't
very satisfied with, it was a
prototype. I'd like more
feedback, a comment
section, 'We'd like to see you
work on —', then you fill in
the blank."
)im Tinker, Downtown
Bus iness Association
director
ment to show our purpose."
The DBA has been in BG for IS
years, and has done a lot of promotion downtown to keep people
working together, Tinker said.
They are working on improving the DBA's organizational

structure, funding for administration and projects, design of
storefronts and signs and promotion of the downtown area. This
was a four-point plan recommended to the DBA by the Main
Street Center of the National
Preservation Trust.
One thousand copies of each
edition are printed and distributed each time. The DBA sends it
to interested parties, city and
county officials and local media
Tinker said that comments after
the first issue were pretty
favorable.
"Some of the design I wasn't
very satisfied with, it was a prototype," he said. "I'd like more
feedback, a comment section,
'We'd like to see you work on
then you fill in the blank."

Picture the three
women closest to you.
Now guess which one will
be raped.
One out of three women is sexually
assaulted during her adult life.
#

jT.VYtlr
******

VICTIMS
ADVOCACY
PROGRAM

Call even if you arc not MHO.
We listen and provide information.
Free and Confidential

352-1545
The BG Nlwt/t.lnda Line

Stickers such as this one have been posted In men's and women's
restrooms around campus to Increase awareness of the Llnk'i
Victims Advocacy Program. The Link offers free and confidential counseling 24 hours a day.

CLINTON

CENTRALIZE

Continued from page one.

Continued from page one.

credit for the good things that
have happened if he's willing to
take responsibility for at least
half of the bad."
The only way to rebuild America is to focus on education,
workers' skills and family health
care - to concentrate "not just in
boardrooms, but also in classrooms," Clinton said.
He said the country needs to
embrace change and view it as
something good and not frightening in order for America to be a
success again.
"What makes you think George
Bush will have a deathbed conviction if he gets re-elected and
suddenly change?"
Clinton brought the crowd to
its feet after reading a portion of
one of John F. Kennedy's campaign speeches and then making
an impassioned plea for support.
"We must stick together and
win on Nov. 3," Clinton said.

higher education," Olscamp
stated.
If research programs were to
be centralized, Olscamp said, it
would discourage competitiveness throughout the store and
would also take away from the
University's prestige.
"There would no longer be the
motivation or means of encouragement to develop unique and
fecund graduate programs," Olscamp said. "We would lose our
ability to compete for faculty of
the level of our three Eminent
Scholars, and would probably
lose the ones we have."

Q

Clinton's visit causes traffic jam
by Christina Wise
city editor

Traffic came to a standstill
on Interstate 475 East, before
the Douglas Road entrance,
for almost 20 minutes Thursday, as Toledo Police created
a roadblock under the bridge
to allow safe highway access
for Gov. Bill Clinton's bus
caravan.

The BG Ncwi/rim Norman

Allowing for safe passage for presidential nominee Bill Clinton's
bus caravan, Toledo Police Officers Bruce Helpple (left) and
Bruce Simon block traffic on Interstate 75 near the Douglas Road

entrance Thursday morning. Clinton was on his way to Detroit
after leaving the University of Toledo.

Officers Bruce Simon and
Bruce A. Helppie used their
cars to create a blockade,
which resulted in a traffic
jam that extended more than
five miles down the highway.

Karen Smith, a Toledo resident on her way to a meeting,
said she was very impatient
with the inconvenience, until
she realized what the hold-up
was for.
"I wanted to go see [Clinton] but I couldn't get tickets," she said. "Maybe I can
get a glimpse of him now."
Clinton, on his way to Detroit, was at the University of
Toledo for a speech, after
which an impromptu rally
with IT students took place.
The officers explained the
roadblock as a precautionary
measure to ensure the governor's safety.

jQ HOME FALCON HOCKEY TONIGHT 7 PM... SEE YOU THERE!
UAO UAO UAO UAO UA0 UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UA0

«SUBUJflY*

HALLOWEEN
SCHLOCK FESTIVAL

has

SPOOKY

* SALE

HALLOWEEN SPECIALS
Get 1 FREE

Buy 1 Six Inch Sub
Get 1 FREE

(Limit 1 per
customer per visit)

(limit 1 per
customer per visit)

(Free round must be of
equal or lesser value)

(Free sub must be of equal or.
lessar value)
'

Buy 1 Round

I
i

Expires 11/1/92

I

|

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 30 .
9am. - 10pm.
•Hundreds of Specials!
•Unadvertised Specials
•Evening Specials!
Throughout the Store!

Expires 11/1/92
I

WOODLAND MALL SUBWAY
ONLY

I

VMmans
Downtown Bowling Green
353-4500

The Return of
Dr. X
7:00 PM

Myra
Breckinridge
8:15 PM

Texas
Beyond the
Chainsaw
Valley of the
Massacre
Dolls
Midnight
10:00 PM
$2 admission for all four movies
210 MSC
FRIDAY ONLY
These movies will
scare you silly!!!
UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO
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GO ALL THE WAY
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1

Jerry York
Head Coach

Wayne Wilson

Scott Paluch

Asst. Coach

Asst. Coach

Mike
Cavanaugh
Volunteer
Asst. Coach

Athletic
Department
GO

Athletic
Department
GO
FALCONS!

Bill Jones

Don Woods

Trainer

Equipment
Manager

I
&

828 South Main
at Napoleon
354-2608
and
524 East Wooster
at Manville
352-8500

Athletic
Departmei
GO
FALCO

wish rhe

rhe Desr of Luck rhis season!

#1
Nathan
Cressman

#2
Chad
Ackerman

Goaltender
6T 180 lbs. So.
Cambridge, ONT

Defense
5'10' 190 lbs. Fr.
Rochester, Ml

s BX

WBGU-TV27J

GOB.G.!!

Panhellenic &
Interfraternity Councils

Good Luck
FalconsI

Go

#4
Jeff Wells

#5
Glen Mears

#7
Brandon Carper

Defense
60* 200 lbs. Jr.
Gloucester, ONT

Defense
6'3" 215 lbs. Jr.
Anchorage, AK

Defense
6'2" 190 lbs. So.
Grayslake, IL

I

30 FALCONS!

—g^n r\ r\ n r\-^—

University Bookstore
Student Services Building

ire

UP

Falcons!

GO
FALCONS!

Good Luck
Falcons!

PiZZA

Pizza Outlet
University Union
372-6945

Oii T L FT

#8
Todd Reirden

#10
Mark Lindsay

#11
Sean Pronger

#12
Brett Harkins

Defense
6'4' 195 lbs. Jr.
Deertield. IL

Left Wing
5'9" 180 lbs. Fr.
Dresden, ONT

Center
6'2' 205 lbs. Jr.
Dryden, ONT

Center
6'2" 170 lbs. Sr.
Cleveland, OH

Si/tic
vain

ownlown

jBowi_»*o antiN > >•

354-5060

FALCONS!

GO FALCONS!

GOOD LUCK
FALCONS!

AUTO
12953 KRAMER RD.
OFF OF S. MAIN
■BG-
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#14
Ty Eigner

#15
Jamie Williams

#16
Jeff Herman

Right Wing /Defense'
6'Cr 200 lbs. Sr.
Apple Valley, MN

#17
Mike Hall

Lett Wing
5'10" 160 lbs. Fr.
Calgary, ALTA

Left Wing
5'9" 160 lbs. Fr.
N. Vancouver, BC

Left Wing
6T 165 lbs. Fr.

Nepean, ONT

THE BG NEWS
open skating available

Come Join the Fun!
call 372-2264

828 South Main
at Napoleon
354-2608
and
524 East Wooster
at Manville
352-8500

#18
Kevin Lune
Center
-^
5'ir 185 lbs. So. ^ -^k ^
Parma, OH
1 |A M

Left Wing
6'3" 220 lbs. Fr.
Brantford, ONT

B®w)l°n3i°Gi]o®®Eii®no7

Located in the
University Union

TWSI

#20
Jeremy Stier

#21
Craig Mittleholt

Left Wing
5'10" 165 lbs. Fr.
Apple Valley, MN

Right Wing
6'0" 185 lbs. Fr.
Manotick, ONT

Ihc little Stop
•

372-2962
GOOD LUCK

#23

#24

Rick Mullins

Jason Clark

Wing / Center
5"10" 180 lbs. So.
Riverwoods, IL

Right Wing
5'11" 195 lbs. Sr.
Utica. Ml

Center
6'1" 180 lbs. Fr.
Belmont, ONT

#27
Jason Helbing

Good Luck Falcons!

#29

■!%yj

Right Wing
5'11" 175 lbs. Fr.
Beaver Dam, Wl

i

1;

Athletic
Department
GO
FALCONS!
1

,v1

#22
Tom Glantz

GOOD LUCK
FALCONS!

—

ed Ink

Si
^L

J--M

ifl

Athletic
Department
GO
FALCONS!

Will Clarke

#30
Aaron Ellis

Goaltender
6'3" 190 lbs. So.
Wilmette, IL

Goaltender
6T 180 lbs. Fr.
New Palestine, IN

GTMED
828 South Main
at Napoleon
354-2608
and

524 East Wooster
at Manville
352-8500

mm

Athletic
Department
GO
FALCONS!

At the Union
GIFTS, CARDS, GREEK APPAREL

214 WEST HALL
372-2601

#26
A.J. Plaskey
Defense
6'2' 200 lbs. Jr.
Oak Park, Ml

GU-TY2
GO
FALCONS!

#35
Angelo
Libertucci
Goaltender
5'11' 180 lbs. Sr.
Toronto, ONT

Good Luck Falcons!

Unrversrty Bookstore
Student Services Buildirw

GO FALCONS!

PHEASANT
ROOM
University Union

Elsewhere
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Americans predict grim future On your mark,
Polls show many worry about getting country off 'wrong track'
by Jill Lawrence
The Associated Press

"Are our children going to have to compete with Mexicans
who think S2-S3 an hour is a good wage?"

Allie Turner lives in a small
town with big-city problems. Two
women murdered in the past two
weeks; 20 jobless men within
three blocks of her home; countless youths gripped by illegal
drugs.
"It is depressing," said the retired Meridian, Miss., schoolteacher and principal. "I dont have
children, and I'm beginning to
think that I'm fortunate to have
lived when I did."
Are our best days as a nation
behind us? The question is haunting Americans as Election Day
1992 looms. They yearn to believe the future holds promise,
but many aren't ready to make
that leap of faith.
Indeed, many Americans believe the country is on the wrong
track and they don't see major
social ills disappearing anytime
soon. Asked to look 10 years
down the road, participants in an
Associated Press poll were glum
alxmi the prospects for a less
dangerous, more compassionate
society.
"Things just seem so up in the
air. Everything seems kind of
frightening right now," said
Debbie Coleman, 33, a Merrimack, N.H., homemaker with two
young children.
- In the AP poll, eight in 10 said
big-city streets would not be
much safer, illegal drugs would
still be a big problem and the
homeless would still be with us a
decade from now. Nearly six in
10 said blacks and whites would

Brad Mattel I, autoworker in Ypsilanti
not be treated equally and health
care still would not be equally
available to everyone who
needed it.
People were somewhat more
optimistic on other fronts in answering the poll questions posed
by ICR Survey Research Group
of Media, Pa., an arm of AUS
Consultant Cos.
More than half those questioned said that America would
still be one of the world's most
prosperous countries in 10 years,
that they would have a better
standard of living than their parents did at the same age and that
men and women would have
equal job opportunities.
It's their own kids people
worry about.
"Are our children going to
have to compete with Mexicans
who think $2-$3 an hour is a good
wage?" asked Brad Martell of
Ypsilanti, Mich. He's an autoworker and his plant is about to
close.
"Can my kids afford a house?"
wondered George Johnson, 49, of
Los Angeles. After 20 years on
the police force, he retired and
went into real estate - and
bought himself "a great big old
home" worth $500,000. "I don't
know if my kids will be able to do
that," he said.
Much of the pessimism has economic roots. People see the

headlines, they hear the statistics. They may even be a headline
or statistic. It's no longer unthinkable.
"We're seeing a lot more white
middle-class people coming
through our mission center," said
Don Helms, associate pastor of
the First Baptist Church of Newnan, Ga. "They're looking for
food, clothing or somebody to
listen and say 'things are going to
get better for you," so they can
just have a chance to experience
hope."
Democrat Bill Clinton - the
candidate who was born in Hope,
Ark. - has tried to frame the
election as a choice between
"hope and fear." He has called
repeatedly for racial unity and
closed his nomination acceptance
speech with the line, "I still believe in a place called Hope."
That may be a good stance to
take. Candidates who either
didn't discuss problems or made
them seem surmountable won 18
of 22 presidential elections from
1900 to 1984, according to a study
by political psychologist Harold
Zullow of Columbia University
and psychologist Martin Seligman of the University of Pennsylvania. Among the victors:
Eisenhower, Johnson and Reagan.
President Bush is having trouble convincing some voters he

get set: The poll
race continues

has a way to fix their problems.
Independent Ross Perot's call for
shared sacrifice is not what most
people want to hear. Almost by
process of elimination, Clinton
has become a repository for intangible hopes.
In Ypsilanti, the doomed plant
workers call Clinton their only
hope. In College Station, Texas,
Neal Van Alfen says Clinton will
revive the caring of the past.
"Twenty years ago we had a
real sense that we had a responsibility to the environment and to
each other. I don't see that as
much anymore. I'm disappointed
in how the country has changed,"
said Van Alfen, a plant pathology
professor at Texas A&M.
Blacks in the AP poll were
more pessimistic than whites
about the state of race relations a
decade from now. But many have
great hopes that Clinton will defuse tensions.
"If we don't sit down and talk
to one another and reach some
common ground, we're in trouble," said associate pastor Johnson. "Clinton believes in racial
equality and doesn't believe in
divisiveness. The message has to
be sent from the top. That sets
the climate and the tone."
Turner, the granddaughter of a
former slave, sees "too many
black men out of jobs, too many
white men selling black boys
crack." She, too, is counting on
"responsible leadership" at the
White House to help ease the
trials of the black community.
In 10 years, she said, "there
will be jobs, people will understand each other and respect
each other race-wise."

by Rick Hampson
The Associated Press

It's Clinton ahead by three lengths but here comes Bush closing fast on the outside with Perot bringing up the rear. Into the
stretch it's...
It's an old complaint: Pre-election polls are turning the Republic's greatest deliberative exercise into something as unseemly
as the fourth race at Aqueduct.
This season the charge has new urgency, as poll results dominate the closing days of the presidential campaign and threaten
to shape the very outcome of the race.
On Thursday, President Bush's rise in the polls was all over
the airwaves and across Page One in New York's tabloids.
"CLOSER" reported Newsday, while the New York Post had
Bush "BREATHING DOWN BILL'S NECK." The president,
headlined the Daily News, had pulled off "A LATE POLL
VAULT."
It's all part of what University of Virginia political scientist
Larry Sabato has called "the worst orgy of polling in American
history."
Two television networks update their election polls daily, giving a fresh answer to the one question that matters most in a political campaign: Who's ahead?
The number of national presidential election campaign polls
increased from three in 1972 to 259 four years ago. This year, a
half-dozen polling organizations are dialing tens of thousands of
people across the nation in the two weeks before the election,
and hundreds of state and local news organizations and candidates are conducting their own polls.
The Seattle Times is not among them. "Who's ahead" polls are
"the junk food of our democratic process," executive editor Michael R. Fancher wrote in a column this month. He admits,
"readers love to talk about them."
That doesn't mean everyone wants to talk to the pollsters. For
those who don't, Daniel S. Greenberg, a syndicated columnist
specializing in scientific issues, has a homemade remedy: When
the pollster calls and asks for your opinion, preference or plans,
simply respond: "None of your business, thank you."
Even the candidates can grow impatient at the barrage of polling. Earlier this month, when many polls had Bush with a
double-digit deficit, he told a crowd in Cornelia, Ga.: "Don't believe these crazy polls! Don't believe these nutty pollsters!"
On Thursday, Bush said in Michigan, "I'm encouraged by the
way these polls that we live and die by are shaping up."
"We're seeing an excessive amount of horse race analysis,"
said Lee Miringoff, director of the Marist Institute for Public
Opinion and normally an exuberant advocate of polls and polling.

New gasoline to burn cleaner
'Oxygenated' formula may cost more but reduces emissions
by H. Josef Hebert
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON -- This winter, automobiles in most American urban areas will be
polluting less, thanks to a cleaner burning,
peppier gasoline required by the government. The new gas will probably cost a little
more.
As a result of the regulation that takes effect Sunday, carbon monoxide emissions
from automobiles and small trucks will be
sharply reduced in 39 urban areas from Boston to San Diego, say air quality experts.
"This is the first big program under the
Clean Air Act to go into effect," said Dick
Wilson of the Environmental Protection
Agency. "It's the first thing the public will
actually notice."
Under the two-year-old law, service
stations in the 39 areas, which don't meet
carbon monoxide health standards, will be
allowed to sell only gasoline containing an
additive that provides more oxygen, thereby
allowing it to bum cleaner.
The new blend must be used over a fourto-seven-month period, depending on the severity of air pollution. The EPA estimates
that the new gasoline will result in a drop of
about 20 percent in carbon monoxide emissions from cars and trucks.
Carbon monoxide is emitted when a vehicle's engine is warming up, and is a greater
problem in winter and in high-traffic areas.
Even in relatively mild concentrations, it

can cause dizziness, headaches and problems for elderly people with heart conditions.
The new "oxygenated" gasoline blends cut
down on carbon monoxide emissions because the gas burns cleaner during warmup, say EPA of ficials.
Last year there was concern about
whether enough of the additives - either
ethanol or a petroleum-based product called
MTBE - would be available. Industry officials say no shortages are now expected.
Oil companies say it costs 3 to 4 cents
more a gallon to produce the oxygenated
fuel. Motorists also may have to buy more
gasoline because the new blend is less fuelefficient than the old gasoline.
"We've already had a 4-cent [wholesale
price] increase" related to the new fuels,
said Mel Sherbert, president of the Service
Station Dealers of America and owner of two
Amoco stations outside Washington. "It's
what's been predicted. I don't know if we're
going to be hit by another hike."
Retail price spikes have occurred in some
parts of the country where the new gasoline
has been delivered to service stations. It's
not clear whether the price hikes will hold.
"We really don't expect much of a price
increase at all," said Geoff Sundstrom, a
spokesman for the American Automobile
Association, which tracks gasoline price
trends. The nationwide average price for
regular gasoline was $1,158 this week with

little change reported in recent months, said
theAAA.
Gasoline pricing experts said that retail
competition and the traditional slack winter
demand are likely to force station owners
and oil companies to absorb much of the increased cost of producing the new gasoline.
"We do not know at this time if we can recover all of our increased costs," acknowledged John Lord, a spokesman for Mobil Oil
Corp.
The new gasoline smells somewhat
different, has a higher octane and somewhat
lower fuel economy. Aside from a new
sticker on the pump, consumers are not
likely to notice much difference, industry
officials said.
George Giek, managing director of automotive engineering for the American Automobile Association, said that if the gasoline
is blended properly motorists should experience no ill effects on engine wear, performance or start-up.
The oxygenated blends have been in winter use in several western cities for a number of years. Because of a severe carbon
monoxide problem, the gasoline has been
required in the Denver area for the last five
winters.
"Denver was notorious for being one of
the highest CO areas in the country," said
Ted Hollman of the Colorado pollution control office. "We've reduced the average fleet
vehicle emissions [of carbon monoxide]
from the tailpipe by 23 percent."

BALLOONS - TO - GO

|CLA-3ELTI-IEATR Of™

Surprise Someone With
A Balloon...
Balloon Bouquets
1 Mylar and 6 Solid
ONLY $6.95
Individual Mylars AlsoOver 100 To Choose From

WH00PI GOLDBERG
No Sel.
No Boozt.

PILLS W PACKAGES

BOWLING MOM • JM-iw

,_4k
MIC-EY DOES
NIEH71Y AT 7:15,1:15
MT, SUN. MAT. 2:00,4.00

111 E. Railroad St. 352-1693
(next to Kinko's by the trucks)

Philip Morris trying
to buy Congressional
influence, group says
by Paul Raeburn
The Associated Press

NEW YORK - Philip Morris
has given millions to charities in
lawmakers' states and districts,
according to documents obtained
by an advocacy group that says
the tobacco conglomerate is trying to buy influence in Congress.
Federal campaign finance laws
limit corporate contributions, but
corporations are free to give as
much as they want to charities.
Philip Morris denies any
wrongdoing.
The tactic of contributing to
charities to sway legislators has
increased in recent years, said
Donna Edwards, an attorney with
Public Citizen's Congress Watch
in Washington.
She also noted that charity contributions are tax-deductible,
meaning that taxpayers are partly "footing the bill, in lost revenue."
"All of this stuff is done in the
context of buying access to influence," Edwards said. "It has
effectively stalled legislation
that would be good for the health
of most Americans."
Eric Solberg, executive director of Houston-based Doctors
Ought to Care, said the docu-

MAC ATTACK!
FALCON VOLLEYBALL
Plays at home SATURDAY!

VS.TOLEDO

Give another birthday

7P.M. At Anderson Arena
Present Student ID for Admission
Help the Falcons
stay 1st In the Mac!

ments arrived in the mail as
computer files on floppy disks.
He said he was told the files were
from computers in Philip Morris'
Washington office.
"What gets people elected is
support from their constituents,"
said Solberg. "Philip Morris has
learned to get Congresspeople
support by donating to charities
in their districts."
James W. Dyer, a White House
deputy for legislative affairs,
was a Philip Morris lobbyist during the period covered by the
documents, roughly 1989 to 1991.
He confirmed incidents reported
on what appear to be his expense
accounts, suggesting the documents are legitimate.
He also confirmed that Philip
Morris pursued a strategy of
making charitable contributions
to organizations in the districts
of key legislators.
"They did to a lot of charitable
contributions," he said. "That's
not a campaign contribution."
Craig Fuller, vice president for
corporate affairs at Philip Morris
Inc. In New York, neither confirmed nor denied the accuracy
of the documents. But he emphatically denied that the company's
donation program is driven by
political goals.
"It's directed toward helping
communities in which we have
people living or working or consuming our products," he said
Thursday. After the contributions are made, he said, "it's certainly understandable that our
Washington office would be interested in our activities."
"It's possible that elected officials would bring to our attention
community needs," he said. "But
that happens on both sides of the
aisle."
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Tailback LeRoy Smith squeezes between Ohio Bobcat strong safety Damiso Johnson and inside linebacker Troy Vespie as wide receiver Mark Szlachic looks on. The Falcons, 5-0 In the Mid-American

Conference, are looking to extend their MAC dominance with a victory over Miami at 1 p.m. this Saturday at Doyt L. Perry Stadium.

BG prepared for Redskin challenge
by Glen Lubbert
sports editor
The wagons are circled. The
big guns are cocked and loaded.
The defending Mid-American
Conference champions are ready
to defend their title against the
charging Miami Redskins.
The Bowling
Green football
team will defend its conference lead
against the 3-2
Redskins Saturday in a
game that
boasts a stepping stone for
Blackncy
the conference
championship. The Falcons are
SO in the MAC and 6-2 overall
and are coming off a 24-3 victory
over Akron. Miami suffered a
20-17 defeat at the hands of
Toledo, who had just come off a
BG defeat. The loss dropped the
Redskins to 4-3 overall and put
them fourth in the MAC, two
games behind BG. Both Western
Michigan and Ball State have two
losses and are second and third,
respectively, in the MAC.
"The challenge is to climb back
up into the saddle," Miami head
coach Randy Walker said. "We
can't sit here and mourn and sulk
about what happened last week.
We've got three more opportunities to play, and a great opportunity to play with the best football
team in our conference, a team
that hasn't been beaten in two
years." But while the Broncos
play a non-conference game and
the Cardinals travel to the basement-dwelling Ohio Bobcats, the
Falcons will be given the test that

could set the stage for a MAC title.
However, it's the Redskins that
have the most pressure. A loss
against the Falcons would virtually put them out of the race.
And a victory would only give
them an opportunity. It would be
up to either Kent or Ball State to
defeat BG so Miami would win
the title.
"I thought the Toledo game
was the win we needed to stay
alive," Walker said. "Now, we
need somebody's help. Obviously, you don't like to be in
that position; you like to control
your own destiny, but I'm not
willing to conceed."
While Walker is hoping for
some help from another team
down the road, he'll be looking
for someone this Saturday to fill
the void left by Dick Butkus Award candidate Curt McMillan,
who Was injured during the
Toledo game and had arthroscopic knee surgery Sunday to remove a piece of cartilage. He was
also diagnosed with a sprained
cruciate ligament, according to
Walker.
McMillan leads the nation in
tackles with 143 while also posting 17 tackles for a loss. Last
season he led the nation in tackles with 204, an average of 18.S
per game to earn the 1991 MAC
defensive player-of-the-year award.
"What they have to do, obviously, is to come in here and
just let it all hang out and bring
as much as they can with them to
beat us," head coach Gary
Blackney said. "From our vantage point, we have to maintain
or subscribe to the same theory
that we have for the past year
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Bowling Green vs. Miami
•Comparing the Teams*
Tolal Offense:
Rushing Offense:
Passing Offense:
Scoring Offense:
Tolal Defense:
Rushing Defense:
Passing Defense:
Scoring Defense:
Turnover Margin:

BGSU
362.6
144.8
217.9
22.4
316.5
141.5
175
18.6
-0.63

MIAMI
278.4
146.5
131.9
16.9
333.4
172.6
160.8
17.4
+0.25

"BG is a classic championship
football team in my opinion,"
Walker said. "There's no secret
as to who their great players are.
Erik White has had a phenomenal
two-year roll here for them, and
of course [Mark] Szlachcic is a
great receiver. They come at you
with a very solid running game.
They spread it around. It's not
and a half, and that's the one Stadium in eight games. In the one of those things where you
conference, BG hasn't lost in 13
game at a time philosophy."
So, the game at hand is the games. Miami holds the league
Miami Redskins, who are the record with 16 straight MAC
only MAC school that holds a se- wins between 1973 and 1975. An
ries edge over the Falcons with a undefeated MAC season would
31-13-5 record. Last season's 17-7 tie Bowling Green with the rewin was the Falcons' first since cord.
to
One of the strategies that has
1985. At home, BG has a 6-144
©
l-H
record at home in the series made the Falcons so successful
against Miami with the last two the past two seasons has been the
meetings at Doyt L. Perry Sta- ability of the offense to spread
dium ending in a tie.
the ball around. Quarterback
While BG traditionally hasn't Erik White used eight different
had much luck at home against players to receive in the Akron
Miami, they haven't lost in Perry win while seven different

r

can hone in on anybody on
offense, because obviously
everybody talks about Erik
White but he spreads the ball out.
not only throwing but running
the ball."
BG enters the contest tied for
34th in the USA Today/CNN
national poll with four points and
is 33rd in the AP poll with one
point.
"It's an outstanding group
from top to bottom," Walker said.
"But what makes them a championship football team is the
level of play by the rest of the
kids on their team. There's just
not a weakness. You look for
someplace that you can attack or
something you can exploit, but
they don't give you anything."
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The Falcons Are On Fire, Feed The Flame!
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What? Tailgate party without cars
When? October 31, 1992, 11:00 A.M.
before the Bowling Green/Miami
football game
Where? At sidewalks south of the
ice arena
Why? To show greek system's pride
in Falcon Football
How? Letters, Banners, Spirit, and Friends
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receivers were used in the
Toledo game. In the last five
games, no fewer than five
different players have had a reception in any one game. In the
East Carolina game, nine
different players had receptions
to kick off the Falcons' five-game
winning streak.
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Mangham learns to adapt to BGSU
Falcon linebacker leads defense against Miami
by David Harpsler
sports writer
Thank God for Moe Ankney.
I know what you're thinking.
What could the former Bowling
Green head football coach have
possibly done right, considering
he never had a winning season in
his five years here? Well, he did
manage to bring fifth-year senior
linebacker Artie Mangham to
Bowling Green as a freshman.
And Ankney refused to let him
out of his scholarship when a disenchanted Mangham was ready
to transfer to Central Michigan
after his redshirt freshman
season.
Well, as things worked out,
Moe is no more and Artie Mangham has managed to hang
around Bowling Green long
enough to become one of the MidAmerican Conference's premier
defensive performers. If you
listen close enough, you can hear
the fans in Mount Pleasant,
Mich., crying.
Mangham, a 6'2", 235-pound
inside linebacker, was originally
recruited out of Holly, Mich., as a
running back. After arriving at
Bowling Green, he was moved to
the defensive backfield and redshirted. In 1989, his redshirt
freshman season, Mangham
played in all 11 games as defensive back and saw extensive
playing time in the last four
games. After the season, though,
Ankney and his assistants moved
Mangham to outside linebacker.
It was then that he explored the
option of transferring.
"I wasn't real happy with the
switch to outside linebacker,"
Mangham said. "It was just one
of those things where the coach
and I didn't see eye to eye. After
I couldn't transfer, I told myself
to hold out and maybe he [Ankney] would be gone."
As it turned out, Mangham

played sparingly on defense in
1990. However, that also happened to be Ankney's last year at
the helm of the Falcons. In
December 1990, Gary Blackney
was hired as head coach and the
rest, as they say, is history.
Last year, having accepted his
switch to outside linebacker,
Mangham began to demonstrate
his all-around playmaking ability. In addition to finishing fourth
on the team with 86 tackles, Mangham also returned kickoffs
and even scored a touchdown on
offense against Navy. He finished the season in style, recording a team-high 12 tackles, including a sack, in the California
Bowl. Little did Falcon fans
know, the 1991 season offered
just a glimpse of what was to
come.
Going into this year, Mangham
set some rather simple goals for
himself.
"I just wanted to become a better player this season in all aspects of the game and help the
team repeat as MAC champs," he
said.
Awaiting him, though, was another position change, this time
to inside linebacker.
Head coach Gary Blackney
gave a number of reasons as to
why Mangham was moved inside
for his senior year.
"Artie is one of the best athletes on the team, if not the best,"
Blackney said. "He has all the
qualities - size, speed, strength
and the ability to read and react
quickly ~ that you look for from
an inside linebacker."
"By moving Artie inside, we
wanted to get him involved in
more plays and let him utilize his
speed to cover the field," Blackney said. "The only question was
whether he would have a nose for
the football and his play this
season has proven that he does."
Defensive coordinator Paul

Ferraro echoes Blackney's
reasoning for the switch. "We
felt that moving Artie inside
would give us somebody that
could go sideline to sideline and
be able to make the big plays,"
Ferraro said. "So far this season,
he has been the impact player we
envisioned him to be."
Mangham viewed the change
as having its advantages.
"Moving inside has allowed me
to utilize my best asset, my
speed," he said. "I can cover the
field more from the inside position. Also, my experience as a defensive back helps to give me a
better perspective on what is unfolding in front of me."
Through seven games this
season, the operation would have
to be considered a success. Mangham is fifth in the nation in
total tackles with 116. He is tied
for sixth in average tackles per
game with 16.6. He has recorded
seven tackles for losses, including four sacks, and has an interception.
Mangham has put up statistics
this season with a rather numbing consistency - registering
double figures in tackles every
game. He saved perhaps his best
game for the Falcons' biggest
opponent this year, Ohio State. In
that game, Mangham racked up
21 tackles, including 12 solos, and
walked away with ABC's player
of the game award for his efforts.
Last week against Akron he had
17 tackles, including a sack, and
one interception.
With possibly only four games
left in his college career, Mangham has entertained thoughts
of playing at the next level.
"I can see myself playing anywhere from strong safety to outside linebacker in the pros," he
said.
If that is the case, then let
Miami, Kent and Ball State be
warned.
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ARTIE MANGHAM'S CAREER STATS
Vwr Solo Art. Total
1989
.1990
1991
1992

29
4
57
64

21
3
29
52

Int.

Falcons eve another MAC title
by Rusty Miller

Western coach Al Molde: "If they (the Falcons) continue to play as
well as they have and also are fortunate, it's going to be tough for
anyone to catch them. But they still have to play three conference
The race is coming down to the final days. The leader in the polls is games. If they lose two of those games, the race is wide open.
"Now the probability of that happening ... I don't know what the
quiet, and his closest pursuers say they're not conceding anything.
mathematicians would do with that. But as long as there's a shot,
Forget the presidential campaign, we're talking football here.
From the outside, it appears Bowling Green has a lock on its second there's a shot. We'll play it accordingly. We have not been mathemastraight Mid-American Conference title, with a two-game lead head- tically eliminated, so we'll try to take care of winning on our end and
see what happens."
ing into the last three weeks of play.
Put it this way: If the Falcons win Saturday when they host Miami,
coach Gary Blackney can start dusting a spot in the trophy case.
Other games Saturday include Central Michigan at Akron, Ball
State at Ohio U., Kent at Toledo and, in two non-conference contests,
This Weekend in the
Eastern Michigan at Army and Northern Illinois at Western MichiMid-American Conference
gan.
Bowling Green, winner of its last 13 MAC games and eight in a row
Miami al Howling Green
at home, is 5-0 in the MAC and 6-2 overall. Virtually in a dead-heat for
Central Michigan al Akron
Ball Slate al Ohio
second are Western Michigan (5-2, 5-2-1), Ball State (4-2, 4-4) and
Kent al Toledo
Miami (3-2, 4-3-1). Rounding out the standings are: Akron (4-3, 4-3),
Easslern Michigan at Army
Central Michigan (3-3, 4-4), Toledo (2-3, 4-3), Kent (2-4, 2-6), Eastern
Northern Illinois al Western Mich.
Michigan (1-S, 1-7) and Ohio U. (1-6,1-7).
Blackney declined to appear on the MAC coaches' teleconference
this week. But the coaches of the teams closest to his had clear-cut
opinions on the final days of the 1992 campaign.
After Miami this weekend, the Falcons travel to Kent and then host
Ball State. Western closes the season with games at Miami and
against Central Michigan at home. Ball State finishes with Toledo at
home and at Bowling Green, while Miami's last two games are both at
home, against Western and Kent.
Ball State coach Paul Schudel: "I'm not the only one (rooting for
Miami Saturday). There's probably a lot of other guys around doing
the same thing. ... Each week everybody has to look out for what
they're doing. A few weeks ago, somebody said you could win this
with two losses. I didn't believe them. But now I'm hoping that you
can."
Miami, of course, has the most immediate impact on whether such
speculation continues. A victory Saturday and, as Molde points out,
it's wide open.
Miami coach Randy Walker "I'm not ready to concede.... We have
a lot of things left to play for. And if we can get some help from
somebody, it's not over until it's over. We're going to try to hold up
our end of the deal on that."
Still, Walker calls the Falcons the best team in the MAC and comes
close to admitting they deserve the title.
"Bowling Green is a classic championship football team," he says.
"Everyone knows about their great players. But there's just not a
weakness. You look for somewhere you can attack, something you
can exploit, and they don't give you anything."
AP sports writer

50
7
86
116

1
0
2
1

Bigs & Littles
"Shannon Favri - Tina Cost
Kym Walls - Kristin Jennings
And Jen Adkins
Joan Patterson - Elizabeth Hibbard
If
And Shari Kates
Y Kim Mennege - Lisa Pohl
v
Julie Dorian - Clevell Scherer
Heidi HofTer - Kris Kaczar
Jill Matchinga - Jennifer Blazer
Linda Bertsch - Stephanie VonAlmen
Lisa Kling - Stephany Meyer
Christ! Perz - Wendy Betticker
And Kim Saddler
Beth Meyers - Candi Bonnett
Larissa Hritsko - Margie Emerick
Jen Keck - Heather Grubola^
Amy Kotton - Cathy Bressert/
Jen Jones - Kristi Spinne
And Michelle Anmiller <
^Amy Karliak - Jamie Loyd*
And Barb Sutt

LT. JOHN KOHL

Knows. . .
Protecting Your Property

Includes Your Pocketbook
Mrs. Baker — Sheriff's budget has gone from
$1.8 million to $3.7 million in last four years.
Quote from Commissioner Marilyn Baker. Sentinel Tribune, Sept. 25.

Let's return service
and fiscal responsibility
to the office of Wood County Sheriff.
LT. JOHN W.

WOOD COUNTY

KOHL s SHERIFF
Paid for by Crtizana tor Konl Earl L. Rita. Chairman;
Dale Kotii. Truaurar. 24227 Lima City Road. Parrytburg, OH 43551
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Joe Bair intercepts top
spot on Falcon defense
by Erik Puplllo
assistant sports editor

In the age of technology and
combines, football players are
often judged by how fast they
run the 40-yard dash and how
many times they can bench press
225 pounds. These tests are supposed to give a football coach a
barometer of a player's football
ability.
In football, as in life, there are
always exceptions to the rule.
BG's strong safety, Joe Bair, is
the embodiment of that exception.
Bair, a junior business major
from Fairfield, Ohio, is in his
first year as starting safety for
the Falcons. And though Bair
benches roughly around 235
pounds and runs a mediocre 4.75
time in the 40-yard dash, he is
what coaches and football purists
call a "natural."
"Joe's not the strongest guy on
the team, nor the fastest, but it
seems he's always around the
ball or in the right place at the
right time," defensive coordinator Paul Ferraro said.
Whether or not Bair lacks what
experts call "the physical tools,"
his performance this year has
reaped plentiful benefits for the
Falcons' defense.
Bair, who replaced first-team
Mid-American Conference
safety Terry Wilson, also seems
to have a nose for the ball much
like his predecessor.
Bair leads BG and the MAC
and is third in the nation in interceptions with six. He is third on
the team with 80 total tackles,
seven of those coming behind the
line of scrimmage. Bair has four
sacks and three tackles for losses, which tie him for second on
the team in both categories with
inside linebacker Artie Mangham.
Bair admits to catching onto
sports at a younger age than most
kids were able to, though he hesitates to call himself a natural.

"I always had the feel for athletic activities at a younger age
than most," Bair said. "I don't
know if it's because I'm a natural;
I guess I was just coordinated."
Bair was coordinated enough
to be a three-year letterman in
football, basketball and baseball
at Fairfield High School. And
while he was there, the teams he
was on won the state championship in football and made the
state tournament in baseball.
Though Bair decided to attend
BG because it was the only Div. I
school receptive enough to let
him play both football and basketball, baseball is the sport he
likes the most.
"Nothing can compare to baseball," Bair said. "It's America's
pastime and it has all the great
aspects a sport should have. It's
laid back, it has all the nostalgia
and it's played in the summer b nothing compares to baseball.

his basketball career last summer.
"I sort of miss playing basketball because I was always used to
playing sports all year round b like in high school," Bair said.
"But I wanted to make sure I
could graduate here on time and
though I think lifting weights is a
little overrated in football, I
wanted to build up my body so it
was durable enough to last the
entire season."
According to Bair, he needs all
the durability possible. He
doesn't fully recover from a Saturday afternoon football game
until Wednesday.
"I can't say it's like getting hit
by a car because that's never
happened to me, but it sure feels
like being in a car accident," Bair
said. "Astroturf doesn't help
either. The turf is OK for baseball, but it's terrible for a contact
sport like football. Plus, the game

JOE BAIR'S CAREER STATS
Year Solo

1990
1991
1992

9
12
45

Ast.

Total

5
4
35

14
16
80

Int.

0
0
6
The BG \r « s.'J.y Murdoch

Strong safety Joe Bair looks for running room after picking off an Eastern Carolina pass. Bair leads
BG and the MAC, and is third In the nation with his six interceptions.
"I always thought that baseball
was my best sport and it would
be my best chance to play a sport
at the collegiate level. I could
pitch, catch, play outfield or the
infield, but I guess I was too versatile and not specialized enough
in any one area."
Baseball aside, it was basketball and football that Bair played
his first two years at the University. But with a lack of playing
time and a renewed commitment
in the classroom and weightroom
for football. Bair decided to end

means more when it's played on
grass."
Two moments have meant
more to Bair than others during
his career at BG. The first was
last year's California Raisin
Bowl, where the Falcons capped
a 10-1 regular season with a 28-21
victory over Fresno State.
"Winning the Cal Bowl was
great," Bair said. "I have to give
a lot of credit to coach [Gary]
Blackney because he was such a
positive influence on our team.
He got us to believe in ourselves."

BG's Casey remembers
Miami Redskins of 1959
by Erik Puplllo
assistant sports editor
When it comes to Ohio football,
no matter at what level, tradition
means a lot.
When Bowling Green played
and barely lost to Ohio State earlier this year, the Falcons faced
the legendary tradition of Buckeye football.
This upcoming Saturday will
be no different as the Falcons are
set to take on the University of
Miami at Doyt L. Perry Stadium.
During the late '40s and
throughout the '50s, the Redskins
were second only to OSU in football prowess in the Buckeye
State. Their tradition of turning
out great football minds secured
them the label of "the Cradle of
Coaches," where such football
minds as Glenn "Bo" Schembechler, Paul Brown, Ara Parseghian, Bill Arnspager, Weeb
Eubank, John Mc Vay and Bill
Mallory have passed through the
football program at one time or
another.
During one stretch from
'41-'54, BG coach Robert H. Whittaker went 2-12 against UM and
his teams lost by an average
score of 35 points.
So it's only appropriate that the
Falcons square off against the
Redskins in the stadium named
after the first BG coach, Perry,

who molded teams that were able not that good, particularly no betto compete against UM.
ter than we were. So, we were
Even though Perry only had a simply able to rise to the occa3-5-2 record versus Miami during sion and give them a good whiphis coaching stretch, all the ping. That mystique dissipated
games were competitive and and they were no longer consome decided not only who would sidered better than us."
Casey credits Perry's exploits
win the Mid-American Conference, but also who would be the as a coach and as an individual
small college national champion. for BG's success in football
After losing to Miami in Ox- under his reign.
ford during the '58 season, BG
found itself 5-0 the next year
"Coach had quite a sense of
with the Redskins looming as a humor and he was very witty and
huge hurdle waiting to block clever," Casey said. "I found in
their path.
man to man talks with him, and I
had more of those after I had
However, the Falcons vaulted graduated from school, that he
UM on the strong legs of their was a very insightful man as well
All-American halfback, Bernie as a great football coach."
Casey, who led BG with a threeAs the teams play for the 50th
touchdown performance in a
time in their illustrious rivalry
33-16 Falcon victory.
on Saturday, the tradition will
Casey and the Falcons finished hang thick inside the confines of
the season 9-0 and were small Perry Stadium.
college national champions.
"Through the years I was at
Bowling Green, the big rivalry
was of course with Miami,"
Casey recalls. "And usually we
were in contention for the MAC
championship, either Bowling
Green or Miami. Miami had
somewhat of a mystique that I
was pleased to be a part of dismantling.
"I always felt that Miami was

The other big moment was
when BG traveled to Columbus to
play Ohio Stale in front of a
packed crowd at Ohio Stadium.
"Playing there in high school
was one thing, but playing there
against OSU la another," Bair
said. "In high school it was great
because it's your first time in
such a big stadium, but to play in
front of 98,000 people is something I'll never forget "
The Buckeyes and coach John
Cooper won't soon forget Bair,
nor his performance that afternoon. Bair liad 16 tackles, two of

which were behind the line of the other day," Bair said. "I rescrimmage for losses, including play it in my head sometimes beone quarterback sack.
cause that could have been a
But it was a play Bair didn't huge turning point in the game.
make that he remembers and We were only down 10-6 and if I
sometimes still replays in his intercepted that pass and scored
head.
a touchdown, we would have
After getting an early break on been in business.
a Kirk Herbstreit pass out
"But I guess I can't dwell on it
towards the wide side of the field too much because the play's over
in the flats, Bair was in position and you just have to move on."
to make an interception that
In a way, it doesn't matter if
could have been returned for a Bair had intercepted the pass or
touchdown, but the ball barely not. And it doesn't matter if Bair
eluded his grasp.
ends the season as strong as he's
"I was just thinking about that started it.

1959 UNDEFEATED FALCONS (9-0)
Miami 33-16
Southern Illinois 23-14
Delaware 30-8
Ohio University 13-9

Marshall 51-7
Dayton 14-0
Western Michigan 34-0
Toledo 51-21
Kent State 25-8
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• Abortion through
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Falcons face off against Kent
by Alex Bricker
sports writer

Bowling Green is coming off a
sweep by defending national
champions Lake Superior State
University and is looking to gain
its first Central Collegiate
Hockey Association victory as
they host Kent State University
at the Ice Arena at 7 p.m. and
then travel to Kent for the 7 p.m.
contest Saturday.
The KSU Golden Flashes are
an unfamiliar team to many as
they arc in their first year of being a CCHA member. The Flashes broke into league play last
weekend as they swept Notre
Dame, another CCHA addition,
by scores of 2-1 in overtime on
Friday and 7-5 on Saturday.
Kent is led by senior forward
and co-captain Ross Antonini,
who had three goals and one assist last weekend against the
Fighting Irish. Antonini scored
14 goals and 12 assists for 26'
points last season.
Other potent goal scorers for
the Flashes are sophomore
center Claude Morin (21-18-39),
junior right wing Neal Purdon
(17-5-22), junior right wing Sam
Thornbury (17-25-42), junior left
wing Steve McLean (13-16-29)
Tht BC Ntwu/rim Nornwi
and sophomore left wing Dean
Sylvester (7-21-28).
BG center Jason Clark scuffles with a University or Toronto player I host Kent State this weekend at 7 p.m. on Friday and travel to Kent on
Kent is expected to give all
during BG's 8-1 victory. The Falcons are 1-2-0 overall after being Saturday,
CCHA teams good games
swept by Lake Superior State last weekend, 3-1 and 7-2. The Falcons
throughout the season and the

Falcons are looking to have their
hands full.
"Kent is on an emotional high
right now," coach Jerry York
said. "They are an unknown team
to us, but they swept Notre Dame
and are on a real emotional high.
This has the makings to become a
really big rivalry."
The Falcon team has established a system of likes and dislikes to evaluate the previous
weekend series. The areas on the
like section will be solidified
while the areas on the dislike section will be the main focus of improvement during the weeks of
practice.
According to York, the areas of
the Superior contests that fell
under "like" consist of: forechecking, penalty, killing, the
play of Will Clarke in the net,
team competitiveness and the
way that the freshmen have fit
into the lineup. The "dislikes" list
includes: the power play and the
failure to supply adequate net
coverage.
Falcon fans will see a new face
during the series against Kent.
Freshman Kevin Lune will likely
make the lineup for the first time
after sitting out the first three
games because of an NCAA suspension for playing three games
in the Ontario Hockey League
before enrolling at BG.
Lune will be playing right wing
on the line anchored by center
Brett Harkins, also including left
winger Mark Lindsay.

Teams to challenge for MAC Volleyball team
Men face up-for-grabs field
Women aim for top three
renews rivalry
by Andy Ougan
sports writer

The men's cross country
team is getting fired up to run
their best race of the year this
Saturday when they travel to
Muncie, Ind . to compete in the
Mid-American Conference
Championships.
"This is everything," coach
Sid Sink said. "It's been a very
disappointing season for me
and the whole team, but now
we can turn this thing around.
I've said this before and it
didn't happen, but after our
team meeting, I'm 100 percent
sure."
Sink listed Eastern Michigan, ranked seventh in the nation, as the pre-race pick.
However, the Falcons won't
hesitate to strive for a second
place finish.
"We're shooting for second
place," Sink said. "We're really
going after Miami. We're focused and the guys who are
running this meet have always
run well when it counts."
Sink expained that the runners have created a 'Hit List,'
which is a list of runners from

other teams that they will try
to beat at this meet.
"The two most important
things the guys will be keeping
in mind in this meet is that
they'll be looking for their designated men to beat, and they'll
be sticking together as a team
throughout the race," Sink
said.
Sink listed Dane Schubert
and Deric Kenne as two runners expected to do very well,
as well as Shawn Howard and
Todd Black laying it on the line
for this meet with the idea that
this could be their last meet of
the season due to complications.
Running for the men will be:
Eddie Nicholson, Brad
Schaser, Scott Kelly, Todd
Black, Deric Kenne, Dane
Schubert and possibly Shawn
Howard. If Howard doesn't
run, Brian Butler will.

Sink is optimistic about this
meet.
"I'm convinced that these
guys are in for the best run of
the season," he said.
The men will run a 10K (6.2
miles) race that will begin at 11
am.

by Andy Dugan
sports writer

After all the miles of pain
and agony, the women's cross
country team will experience
redemption for their efforts
this Saturday at the MAC
Championships in Muncie.
Both as a team and as individuals, the women will race
among the best in the MAC to
see who indeed is the best.
Coach Steve Price is optimistic.
"If everyone runs a great
race, we have a chance of being in the top three," Price
said.
Price listed Ohio University
as the pre-race pick, but sees
the placing beyond first as unpredictable.
"It's too close. There are too
many variables. This is a very
emotional meet. Teams with an
emotional high can pull out a
win," Price said. "There's a lot
of importance placed on this
meet. Anything can happen between second and seventh
place."
Despite this uncertainty of
team placing, Price Is confi-

dent that Cheri Triner, who
hasn't lost a race this year, will
win the individual title.
"I see her winning the race.
She is the most determined
runner in the conference,"
Price said.
Running for the women will
be: Cheri Triner, Tracey Losi,
Suzanne Isco, Jill Strawser,
Jen Frahn, Jen Wheeler, Chris
Winter and Becky Striet.
The 5K (3.1 miles) race will
begin at 12 p.m..

Cross

Country

by Mike Slates
sports writer

The 175 rivalry.
No matter what sport it is, a Bowling Green - Toledo confrontation
is always a good battle.
The volleyball team will host the Rockets this Saturday night at
7:00 p.m. in hopes to extend its Mid-American Conference winning
streak. The 18-5 Falcons have won all 13 MAC matches this year and
are currently riding a 26 conference match streak, dating back to October 9 of last year.
Toledo is currently holding at sixth place in the league with a 4-6
record, 8-11 overall.
"We always know we are in for a good match whenever we play the
Rockets," head volleyball coach Denise Van De Walle said. "We had
to play four games to beat them in Toledo."
Although the Rockets may consistantly be a tough team to beat for
the Falcons, Bowling Green has dominated the overall series, holding
a 27-3 advantage against their rivals. The Falcons defeated the Rockets at Savage Hall earlier this year, 17-15,9-15,15-9,15-10.
Toledo boasts the talents of outside hitter DeSeana Williams, who
was named the MAC Volleyball Player of the Week last week and
leads the conference in kills per game, sporting a 4.22 mark. Williams
registered 45 kills (6.43 per game ) and 36 digs (5.14 per game) in
seven games to win the award. She was a second team all M At' selection last year and was named Freshman of the Year in 1990.
"DeSeana Williams is one of their strongest players," Van De Walle
said. "She is tough to defend against because she is left-handed and
so powerful in the middle."
The Rockets will also look to two 6-1 middle blockers in senior
Christine Krabacher and sophomore Denise Berg. Krabacher is first
in the league in service aces.
The defending MAC champions boast one of the most potent
See VOLLEYBALL, page fifteen.
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HOME FALCON SOCCER SUNDAY 2 PM vs. MICHIGAN STATE
The Falcons are currently tiedfor 7th in the Nation andpursuing an NCAA Bid!

University Booookstore
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Autograph Session
Today from 12-4pm
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JAYNA MILLER
Author and Illustrator of TOO MUCH TRICK OR TREAT
Former BGSU Student •
1990 Gold Award Winner
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Mon. - Thr.: 8:00am - 6:00pm
Friday: 8:00am - 5:00pm
Saturday: 9:00am - 5:00pm
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Bengals, Browns
to battle Sunday
by Joe Kay
The Associated Press

CINCINNATI -- Listen up, rookies. It's time to learn about this
Cincinnati-Cleveland football
rivalry.
Fourteen of you on the Bengals
and Browns have never been pelted with biscuits from the Dawg
Pound. You're not quite sure why
a certain Sam Wyche quote is
getting resurrected this week.
Puzzled? Here's the clue: Don't
think of this as a rivalry. Think of
it as a family feud.
This game Sunday between the
Bengals (2-5) and Browns (4-3)
isn't about positioning in the AFC
Central Division. It's about pride
and paybacks, old slights and
new fights.
"It's like the Hatfields and the
McCoys," said Bengals offensive
lineman Bruce Kozerski, a veteran of more than a dozen intrastate games. "It's not just a game.
It's a different animal.
"That's something that every
young guy on the team is going to
have to learn, and every veteran
is going to have to make sure the
young guys know. If not, they'll
find out on the first play when
they get knocked on their butts."
Listening, Mike Tomczak? If
you think the Michigan-Ohio
State rivalry was intense when
you were a Buckeye quarterback, just wait until you get
decked for the first time Sunday
as the Browns' quarterback.
Think back to what it was like
during your college days in
Columbus, a city with divided
loyalties in pro football.
"When I was living in the
dorms, every time the Bengals
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and Browns would play on TV,
people would take sides," Tomczak said. "There would be a lot of
yelling and screaming. I knew
being in Columbus that it was a
heck of a battle twice a year for
the bragging rights of Ohio."
Ah, now we're getting closer.
Here's something that might
help. Let's put this AFC Central
Division rivalry in perspective
before going any farther. Call it,
"Great Moments In The Battle Of
Ohio:"
- 1963. The Browns ditch team
founder Paul Brown, leaving him
free to move south, start the
Bengals and get more than even
on the football field [Cincinnati
leads the intrastate series 23-20].
- 1987. The Browns stack their
strike-replacement roster with
veterans in time for a 34-0 victory at Riverfront Stadium that
provides a springboard to the
1987 AFC Championship game.
Bengals fans seethe.
- 1990. Bengals coach Sam Wyche incites a snowball-throwing
crowd at Riverfront by shouting
over the public address system:
"You don't live in Cleveland, you
live in Cincinnati." Browns fans
seethe.
Beginning to understand why
players on both teams consider
this their most intense week of
the year, regardless of team records?
"It's far more personal," said
Bengals receiver Tim McGee,
who grew up in Cleveland. "By us
being so close, you're kind of battling for fans in, say, Columbus,
at the midpoint.
"It's not just the guys who are
going to be on the field. It's the
cities, the mayors - all those bets

Miami
at
Bowling
Green

Central
Michigan
at
Akron

Glen Lubbert (14-6)
^
.
Bowling
Green

Akron

Erik Pupillo (15-5)
Bowling
Green

Central
Michigan

&
Steve Seasly (12-8)

9

Miami

Central
Michigan

Soccer looks to
nail down bid
by Randy Seller
sports writer
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Bob Boyle
they've made - all the crazy
things. It's just something about
Cleveland and Cincinnati."

Toledo

Western
Michigan

VOLLEYBALL
Continued from page fourteen.

offenses in the MAC. Leading the
way for Bowling Green are
senior outside hitter Holli
Costein and Angellette Love.
Costein currently paces the Falcons with 3.86 kills per game (301
kills overall), digs per game with
a 3.56 mark (278 overall), and
service aces with 28. Love is second in kills (275) and digs (264)
for the Bowling Green offense.
The quarterback of the offense
is again senior setter Carey
Amos. Amos averages 11.09 assists per game and already has
898 assists for the year. She also
leads the team in hitting percentage at .339.
< The middle, which was left a
gaping hole with the departure of
Tammy Schiller and Lisa Mika,
has been nicely filled by senior
Mitzi Sanders and junior Nicky
Mudrak. Sanders is fourth in kills

with 186 and third in digs with
185. Mudrak leads the team in
blocks per game at 1.00 (81
blocks overall) and is third in
kills (202) and fourth in digs
(183).
"We have been playing pretty
well lately," Van De Walle said.
Mitzi (Sanders) and Nicky (Mudrak) have been very steady in
the middle and have improved
each match. We do not need to
spend a lot of time training
offensively."
Spectators will also be treated
to a match between the Wood
County and Sandusky County
Special Olympics volleyball
teams. Van De Walle worked
with the Wood County team earlier this year. Play will start between the second and third
games of the BG - Toledo match.

Give
another chance.
Give blood

Sports Briefs

They tell Cleveland jokes in
Cincinnati • though not as many
The men's and women's swim
this year, since the Bengals are
teams kick off their season today
on a five-game losing streak.
by hosting the annual Tom
Stubbs Relay meet.
According to head coach Brian
Northern
Ball
(Jordan, the meet will host all the
Illinois
Kent
teams in the MAC except Ohio
State
at
at
University. Smaller schools such
at
Western
Toledo
as Oakland, Findlay, and Wayne
Ohio
Michigan
State will also be participating.
The meet, named after former
BGSU swim coach Tom Stubbs,
consists of an array of conventional and unconventional relays.
Ball
Toledo
Northern
There is also no official scoring
State
Illinois
in this meet. This provides a racing environment without the
pressure of having to win a big
meet. However, the absence of
the scoring in no way makes the
meet any less important.
"They're not keeping score at
this meet, however, it's real important to intimidate the other
Ball
Toledo
Northern
teams before we swim them in
State
Illinois
the dual meet season," swimmer
Rob Schaefer said.
The meet provides an opportunity for the Falcons to measure
themselves against the competi-

Ball
State

Ms

The 1992 soccer season
comes down to one weekend a contest against Michigan
State - which will determine
the team's NCAA Tournament
fate. With a victory over the
Spartans, the Falcons would
virtually have a lock on the
team's first NCAA Tournament
bid since the 1972 and 1973
teams competed in the first
round.
The Falcons, tied for
seventh in
the nation
with University of North
CarolinaCharlotte,
host the 8-7-1
Spartans at
2:00 p.m. on
Aragon
Sunday
afternoon at Mickey Cochrane
Field.
The 14-1-1 Falcons are taking
it one game at a time, treading
cautiously and trying not to
think past their next opponent
and ahead to the tournament.
Every game is important, as
last season shows. The team
finished at 16-2-2 last season,

with losses against Indiana and
Akron, and did not receive a
bid for the tournament despite
the successful record.
"I've only been here two
years, but I can see that's the
biggest goal for these guys and
last year we only missed it by a
game,"Pepe Aragon said. "It's
going to be our biggest goal
because we're going to come
out against Michigan State and
I think we're going to beat
them pretty bad." One of the
teams that kept BG out of the
tournament last year was
Michigan State who played the
Falcons to a scoreless draw.
The two teams tallied up mirror-image results in their
contest: BG had the edge in
shots 17-15, 6 saves apiece, 8
corner kicks each, and the final
score 0-0.
Coach Gary Palmisano, who
played as the goaltender for
the 1972 and 1973, finds it hard
to compare the two teams.
"This team-team will write
its own chapter in history here
at Bowling Green,"Palmisano
said. 'They've already done a
number of chapters. I don't
think they've completed the
book yet. The most important
chapter is yet to be written."

tion they'll be facing within the
coming months of the dual meet
season.
The meet will get underway at
Cooper Pool in the Student Recreation Center and will start with
diving, coached by Michael
Pointdexter, at 12 p.m. on Friday.
The swimming portion will begin
at 5 p.m. on Friday.

************
Whoever said, "Miracles never
cease," obviously had the BG
water polo team in mind. Within
the last two weeks, the newest
sport club on campus has
defeated the number one and
three ranked teams in the
Midwest.
On Saturday, October 17, number three Michigan State felt the
wrath of the up-and-coming Falcons, losing 16-5. This win set the
stage for this past weekend. The
number one ranked University of
Michigan was swamped as the
new "aqua-Falcons" utilized
their home pool advantage to

wash ashore the land-dwelling
Wolverines, 16-6 in the first
game and 11-2 in the second
contest.
"It was the most well-rounded
team game we've had in the
team's three year existence,"co-captain Ed Maynard
said. "Almost everyone scored at
least once, and those that didn't
had an assist."
Probably the most impressive
performance was turned in by
junior goalie Jim Knauer.
Knauer has adapted well to the
pressures of the dreaded cage.
The 6'-3" goaltender blocked a
total of 18 shots and pocketed a
couple of assists.
Leading the scoring onslaught
with five goals apiece were
Maynard, Matt Blamy, and Scon
Nagel. Rob Weinman scored four
goals, while Brian Telesz and
Phil Weisfelder chalked up three
goals. John Clous and Larry
Paule each turned in a pair of
goals and assists.

A Penny For Your Thoughts?
Not in Wood County!
Wood County's Part Time Commissioners Have Spent Hundreds of
Thousands of Dollars on Studies. Outside Consultants and legal
fees.
Tom Warns knows some professional advice is needed—But
we have internal resources as well as a major university for at least
some of the consulUng work-and the prosecutors' office should be
the commissioners' main legal counsel.
Maybe if the commissioners worked full time for their salaries (over
$40,000 annually with fringes) instead of two or three days a week,
they would find less expensive answers.
No wonder they say the county is broke!

%
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It's Time For A Change!

i I:I:I; 111:111 \\\\ \

Put Tom Warns to work for you as your full time Wood
County Commissioner—Wood County Deserves the Best.

When you party
remember to...

Vote for a Winner!

Elect Tom Warns
Your Full Time
County Commissioner
(Paid lor by Cittf«ns fw W«rn«, AI NawkM. Traai.. 336 S Man, BG . 43402)
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Additional Placement Services There are
important services available to you at the Career Planning and Placement Services. Please
note that not all organizations and companies
regularly recruit on college campuses. The list
below generally reflects the high demand
areas m the world of work Don't become discouraged il your career field is not requested
To assist you in conducting an assertive job
search, the Career Planning and Placement
Services provides career and placement counseling, credential services, job search workshops, professional development seminars,
caieer fairs and an aiumm Falcon Career Connection. The excellent Center for Career Resources offers you career and employer information and current job vacancies m ALL fields.
Registered students are directly referred to
employers in their desired career fields Insure
your access to these services by registering
with the Career Planning and Placement Services m your final year at Bowling Green State
University

PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
Bowling Green Slal* University
Career Planning and Placement SarvlCM
Campus Recruitment Calandar
For the weeks of;
Novambaf 16 and November 23. 1902

Schadullng On-Campue Intarvlaw Appolnlmanls: Interview signups lor the recruiting period November 16 through November 24
will begin with Advanced Job Hunters on Monday, November 2.1992 at 5 p.m. and continue
through Tuesday at 4 pm First Choice status
members may access the sign-up system from
5 p.m. Tuesday through 4 p.m. Wednesday. Ail
registered students may sign-up beginning at 5
om. Wednesday.

Inatructions tor accessing
The Integrated Placement Sign-up System
(you must be registered with Resume Expert)
1. Dial 3729899.
(You will hear;)
2 If you wish to schedule an appointment with
a visiting employer, press the i key If you'd
like to hear Placement News, press the 2 key
Press the 3 key to see if you have been pre
selected by an employer. Press the 4 key fo
access the Alumni VIP Service Press the 5
Key lo hear your confirmed appointments.
Press the star (') key to quit.
3. Press 1 to schedule an interview or Press 3
to see if you have been pre-selected by an employer.

Friday, November 13
Lady Foottocker

Wednesday. November 18
Amoco Corporation
Metjer Inc
Occidental Chemical Corp
Thursday, November 19
Occidental Chemical Corp
JO Penney
New England Life
Wal-Mart Stores
Friday, November 20
Interstate Hotels Corp
Parker Hannifin Corp
Monday, November 23
I D.S. Financial Services

5 Enter the position code lor the employe'
you'd like to interview (this numbe' is indicated
on the Campus Recruiting Calendar, to the left
of the employer)

You have selected (name of organization), if
this is correct press the pound (*) key lo continue or the star (') key to choose another organization
The system will now venfy that you meet the
requirements, as speofied by trie employer. If
you meet the requirements, then you can
proceed. Otherwise, the system will tell you
why you are unable to sign-up with the employer.

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
•SPJ'SPJ'SPJ'SPJ"
Attention ail journalists:
The Society of Professional Journalists will
hold it's next meeting on Sunday, Nova at 7
p.m. in the West Hall Commons. Please bring
local duos ($5).
ALPHAFPSHONDCLTA
Pre-medical Society invites all pre-professional
students to attend our next meeting on Tues.,
Nov 3 at 6:30 p.m. in room 332 LSC. Guest
Speaker is Dr. Keftnqer. M D Family Practice
Any questions. call Jim at 353-1645 or Tern at
353o20S

If you have pressed the pound (•) key, tte
system wiH say "An interview has been reser
ved for you at (time) " Press the star (') key to
schedule another or the pound (») key to return
f
o start.
YOU MUST SUBMIT A COPY Of YOUR
LASER PRINTED PLACEMENT DATA
SHEET NO LATER THAN FIVE BUSINESS
OAYS BEFORE YOUR SCHEDULED
INTERVIEW
Please note: If you arc unable to S'gn-up for an
interview, you wilt be asked whether you wish
lo add your name to the waiting list You must
also submit a Placement Data Sheet for
each waiting Hat
We advise strongly that you listen to Placement News to keep informed o' changes or additions to interview schedules or other Career
Planning and Placement Services programs

Cancellation of Interview Appointments
Cancellation of an interview must be reported
m person to the Career Planning and Placement Services no later than 5 p.m. one week (7
full days] before the interview day. Complete a
cancellation card in the Sign-up Room of Ca'eer Planning and Placement Services DO
NOT cross your name off o' an interview
schedule. Cancellations a*ter this time will be
considered a no snow You are encouraged to
consider ca/elully employers before signing up
'or interviews
No Show Policy FaJure to appear lor a
scheduled interview or violation of the cancellation policy WD result m immediate suspension
of your sign-up pnvileges tor the noxt recruiting
penod If you do not honor your scheduled
ntorvtew. you are required to write a letter ol
apology k> the employer tor missing the interview, bring the letter with an addressed, stamoed envelope, and meet with the Manager of
On-Campus Recruiting before scheduling any
additional mter/ews Any student who "no
shows" twice wiH be denied interviewing pnvieges for the remainder of tne academic year
Notice ol Citizenship Requirements: If an
employer is willing to interview international
students, it will be noted in the position description.
Spotlight Presentations: Spotlight presentations offer valuable information about career
oafis. detailed position responsibilities and organizational philosophy. All students schedulng interviews are strongly encouraged lo attend appropriate Spotlights. Please carefully
note dates, times, and locations of Spotlight
presentaions. as they may vary For evening
Spotlight presentations held in the Career
Planning and Placement Services office, enter
the Student Services Building using the second
floor, patio entrance. Ploase consult the calendar lor appropriate dates, times and locations.

ATTENTION DECEMBER GRADUATES
Place your order for cap and gown by November 16. 1992 Place your order at tho gift
counter <n the Univensry Bookstore or by calling 2-2851.
Hoy Frankenstein,
IN meet you at the WSA Halloween party between 9 pm-Midnight on the 11th floor of Of
'enhauer West. There will bo dancing, food,
and fun. You never know, you might meet your
bride there.
Your Blood Loving Friend.
Dracuia
PS Wear a cosBjme (You might have a better
chanco • ha ha')
International Business Association
Mark Hoi toy- -Dayna Corporation
4000 BA Monday. November 3rd at 530pm
Topics: international careers, masters in international business, and his job
Phi Eta Sigma officer applications for January
1993 December 1992 will be available outside
Or Navtn's office (310 BA) starting Monday,
Nov. 2.
REGGAE at Easy Street
The ARK Band (lop ranking)
Friday Oct 30 (Roots and culture)
SKYDIVE as soon as this weekend 41
BGSU. students have this year. 10 mms.
from B.G.S U campus. Visa & Mastercard ac
cep'od SKydive R G . Inc 352 5200
SOLD WORKSHOP
Wed .Nov. 4.1992 7.00pm
Ohio Suite, 3rd Floor Union
"Stress A Time Management"
with Sheila Kloefkorn
For reservations, call SAOat 372 2843
Everyone welcome Ml
The Sport Management Alliance Third Annual
Sports Card Show
Nov. 8th f'om 10 am - 5 pm
118II oplor Center
FREE Admission
Raffling off last year's
NHL All-Star Program
signed by Mario Lam leu x
For more information, contact
Josh al 353-3715

Vote lor Cfxxcei Vote tor Choice'
Women's Reproductive Rights Organization is
sponsoring a "March for Choice" on Friday Oct 30, 1992 The March will start at the
Union Oval at 11 00 am and will then proceed'
to the Federal Building, where it will end with
apMkari
Vote tor Choice' Vote for Choice'

WANTED: Game Masters. Referees. DungeonMaaters. Heroes. Rogues. Cannon Fodder
A would-be World Conquerors for games of all
sons. Apply in person every Fn. at 6:00pm. Rm
222 Educ. BkJg The Bowling Green Gaming
Society

^ Mark's ^
"Home of the Six Day Party"

Halloween Special:
Friday & Saturday
Mark's almost
Mini Bucket
Specials

Lost keys Saturday
Gold BGSU keychain.
352 1557

SERVICES OFFERED
Pregnant? Wo can help
Free pregnancy tests ft supportive services
Call 354 -4673 BG Pregnancy Center,
STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRALIA
Information on semester, year, graduate,
summer and internship programs in Australia
Wo represent 28 Australian Universities Call
us toll free 1 600-245-2575
TYPING SERVICES
Reasonable Rates with Accuracy
Call 352 3987 Irom Bam • 9pm

PERSONALS
' All Alpha Lambda Delta Mombers *
MANDATORY GENERAL MEETING
Tuesday, November 3
8 pm. 1007BA
See you there l
"PHIMU'-PHIMU"
Come to pancake breakfast'
Proceeds to benefit Project Hopei
"PHIMU"PHIMU"
"PHIMU-PHIMU"
PANCAKE BREAKFAST!
Sunday. Nov. t from 1030-2 30
St. Thomas More (across from MacWest)
$2 00 all you can eat"
"PHIMU"PHIMU"
■" FALCONETTES ""
Hey everyonei On Friday night, come see the
Falconetlesi They're out of sight) They'll do
the Adam's Family. Time Warp and Monster
Mash Come see them, ft realty a smashi
Love FALCONETTES SECRET SPIRIT
*" FALCONETTES ""
-USG Presents*
Grave Yard Groovln'
at Uptown
Sunday. Nov. 1,1992
Si cover w costume, $2 without
Costume contest at Midnight
Proceeds go to the Aid* Quilt

Come be the judge of the best pizza in BG I
"Taste of the Town"
November 2,1992
Alumni Room. Union
300-5:00 pm.
H*s FREE I

Pikes
Tim: get ready for tonight.
it should be out ol -sight.
You'll be scared with all your might
but not liks you were the other nighll
Molly

Condoms By Mai Protect your health ft privacy w name brand condoms. Call 24 hrs. lor
full pries lisl. 1 800 292-7274.

Ptzzs, Soup. Salad. All-U can-eat Fn. Sat.
Sun. Campus Pollyeyes 440 E. CouM

DEATH is cominglll

Re-elect Alan Mayberry
Prosecuting Attorney
Because your nghts
Are worth protecting
Paid for by Mayberry for
Prosecuting Attorney, 415 Ene St.
Bowling Green. Oho 43402
Charies M Bailey, Treasurer

D!d you know the Chi Omega house Is
haunted by a ghost nsmed Amanda? Read
about it in the folklore issue of Miscellany
Magazine Nov. 9
For great clothes - check out Natty Threads
126 E. Wooster - Clothes bought and sold
Your closet is our warehouse
Have you ever walked to the right of the
campus sesl to avoid (ailing your next
eism? You're not the only onel Read about
folklore in Miscellany Magazine Nov. 9.
HORROR WEEK
Buy any video at regular price and receive ady
Horror video free Expires tO/30/92.
LATE NIGHT VIDEO DELIVERS
140E. Wooster.354 5283
Into the Streets
There will be a Halloween Party at Hunsngton
Farm in Sylvania Anyone wanting to volunteer
meet at the Union Sat., Oct. 31 at 10 30am
The Parry will last till 3 00pm
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: Coed Wallyball Nov 3; Mens Singles Racquetball-Nov.
10: Men's Wrestling-Nov. 11; 3 Player Basketball Men's and Women's-Nov 19 ALL ENTRIES DUE BY 4 00 PM ON DUE DATE IN
108RECCENTER.
JENN VACCARO.
Just wanted to wish you a Happy 21st. I hope
you puke.HARDI I only wish I could be there
to see it; but I have my reasons. See ya
soon?!?
Your Pal.

AJCohoHo
A.KA.Eeyore
Kappa Sigma. Alpha Phi. Kappa Sigma
Alpha Phi Fright Night is finally here
and with some luck well start the night
with SPIRITS and cheer.
Sherry and Greg oh-whai-apair
the haunted house horrors ghoul and greet
AT ft T will finally get a rest
While Sam ft Doug parry and lest
Andrea and Chad need no introduction
and all will have fun at the
Alpha Phi function.

ASM ASM ASM ASM ASM ASM
Association for Systems Management
Halloween Party
Saturday. Oct. 31
For mfo. call Greg. 352-8193
ASM ASM ASM ASM ASM ASM

6. Press the i key for a morning mtorview.
rxess the 2 key for an afternoon interview, or
press the 3 key for the noxt available time
;Presse.therl.2or3).
If you have selected a time, then you many
press the pound (•) key to accept the time, or
o«ess the star (*) key to reject.

LOST & FOUND

Monday, November 16
Pizza Hut

4 Enter your sooal security number.

II you have entered a valid number the system
will say:

Friday, October 30, 1992
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13th Annual
Halloween Baah at
Uptow n/Downlown
Saturday, October 31,1992
$2501st Prize-Best Costume
Prizes ft Cash tor 10 Runner-Ups
i st 500 People Receive a Free Mug
Judging at Midnight
21 - CHRIS BALAS- 21
"CUDA"
Happy 21 stll
Get ready lor OU and then Sunday night1
Love- your room.es
Suz.Cherly&Pam
ABORTION
1-800-367-2036
Toledo Medical Services
Free pregnancy lesl.
Special ratea for students

ALPHA PHI DATE DASH
Get ready lor Fnghi-Night
with the Alpha Phi's
Bring your dale
And don't be late
'cause the bus won't wait
Happy Halloween'
ALPHA PHI DATE DASH
Alpha Phi
Alpha Phi's get ready for Fright Night, watch
out at the Haunted House (someone might
take a Men
AOTT ' Al PHA OMIC RON PI * AOTT
Get ready get set. it's almost Sunday
ya know!II Our new members are [he
BEST so to initiation you pol I!
WE LOVE YOU GUYS! M
AOTT • AOTT • AOTT • AOTT ■ AOTT
Good luck to Beth and Jen on Initiation'
Love, Your Big. Rnana
AOTT ' AOTT ■ AOTT ■ AOTT ■ AOTT
Atlenflon Order of Omega Members
There wNI be a general meeting tor all members Sunday, Nov. 1, 1992 at the Phi Kappa
Psi house at 4 p m.
PLEASE ATTEND!
B.G. Bonanza
The Falcons are on Firel
Feed the Flame
Oct 31.1992.1100 am.
At the sidewalks south of the Ice Arena
Bring letters, banners and friends.
Celebrate Halloween with Tom Gorman. 9-12
Campus Pollyeyes, 440 E. Court St.
Come be the judge of the best p-zza in BG!
•Taste of the TownNovember 2.1992
Alumnt Room, Union
3:00-5:00 p.m.
It's FREE I
Come be the judge of the best pizza m BG I
'Taste of the Town"
November 2.1902
Alumni Room, Union
3:00-5:00 pm
It's FREE I
Phi Sig "Phi Sig *Pht Sig
Run With the Pack
Phi Sig* Phi Sig-Phi Sig
Phi Sig • Phi Sig ■ Phi Sig
Happy Birthday m October to:
Marky Mark Hinson
Jeff Fiorern
Steve "Beaker" Rule
Lee 'The DarksKJe" Kolokoake
Jeremy Don
K.Y.Zimmerman
Gaff on Wycoff
Phi Sig ' Damn Proud" Phi Sig

L

.AnAERrCAN
^CANCER
? SOCIETY"

Last day to sign upl
See the CAVS with UAO
Nov. 8th Only $25 00
Sign up TODAY I
UAOOIfice, 330 Union
Don't Miss Out!
Lll Stacle Kalrfoot
Tonight's the night you will find out
What Big/Little >s all about
You'll finally see that I'm your big,
hopeluliy you will not wigl
No more worrying my hide one.
Together well nmve ions of fun,
Jump, shout, do a flip.
Tonight is gonna be a triplll
Lisa's Wild Wooies formerly Elegant Passage
coming to the Union Oct 28th through 30th
with all wool handmade sweaters, baja. blankets, gloves MC-Visa-cks
LITTLE AMY STRAUB
isnl qmte as "little" anymore'
Happy 21st)
Love,Joan
My Dearest Rebecca.
Eighteen years ago God smiled on the world.
Two years ago He smiled on me Happy Birthday Babe. I love you forever
Love. Anthony
PS Rover loves you too.
MYTH: Battering doesn't occur between gay or
bisexual men.
FACT: Banenng occurs m all relationships,
whether between lesbians, heterosexuals or
gay men. It's a definite myth lhat 2 people of
the same size can not hurt one another or that
a person half (he size of their partner can not
baner them.
OCTOBER IS DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
MONTH
MYTH: I can handle my lover's behavior - unlike her/his last three lovers.
FACT: This is DENIAL. You are already taking
part in the cycle of battery by denying the reality of the problem. Ask yourself, why do you
think you can heal her/him? Only the banerer
can stop battering. She/he may need help, but
a lover is not the best source lor this. Battered
partners have tried millions ol ways to slop
their partners' battering and none consistently
work I
MYTH: Staying in a relationship and working
out any problems should be my first priority.
FACT: Survival should be priority number one.
Women are often taught that it's their responsibility to keep a relationship going no matter
what. Women's saennce is seen as an expression ol love instead of as an unnecessary endangermenL Battering is very dangerous, both
to your body and your mind. Partners in a battering relationship nearly always need to separate, despite strong feelings about staying
together and years ol commitment to one another.
OCTOBER IS DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
MONTH
MYTH: Violence in close relationships is normal I'm used toil
FACT: Bartering is neither normal nor OK. You
may be prepared to experience a lot of violence with people you love, it there was violence in your childhood or previous relationship IT IS IMPORTANT FOR YOU REMEMBER THAT YOU HAVE A RIGHT TO
LIVE WITHOUT VIOLENCE.
Nails-Fiber glass. $35.00 Fill, $17.00. Acrylic.
$25.00; Fill, $15.00. Na I piercing, $5.00. Campus Headquarters ' 354-2244
OCTOBER

IS

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
MONTH
ir you are confused about problems in your relationship or think you might be abused, don't
ignore it Trust your instincts Believe your gut
feelings. Read about abuse, try lo talk to
someone who you think will believe you. journal, or just think about it. If you are abused, IT
IS NOT YOUR FAULT!
You can contact Transition House at
1-617 661-7203. First Step Shelter at
1 -800-466*228. the YWCA at 1 -241-3235, the
LINK at 352-1545, or The Network for Bartered
Lesbians at i-617-424-8611 (answering
machine).
OMEGA PHI ALPHA

SigEp
The Brothers of Sigma Phi Epsilon congratulate Don Bumbulucz on his lavaliermg to Jen
Hild
SigEp

SIGMA KAPPA PLEDGES 01
SIGMA KAPPA PLEDGES #1
SIGMA KAPPA PLEDGES *T

Sigma Kappa
Paula Bobeczko
Happy 21 si, my friend1
Get crazy tonight'
Best wishes, Schultzis

SIGMA KAPPA
Sister ol the Week: Tami Thomas
Pledge of the Week: Deb Hill
Congratulations!

Sigma Phi Epsilon
Brother of the Week Rick Craig
Athlete of the Week Scon Ryan
Off-Campus House of the Week:
OK. Corral
Brothers: Man Cochran, Dan Hartman,
Hans Sanderson, Brandon Dynes
Sigma Phi Epsilon

Talk without speaking
Scream without raising your voice
Bonoooans say VOTE
Time Is Running Out
To Apply For
The 1993 Extern Experience'
All applications for the 1993 Extern Experience, sponsored by the Undergraduate
Alumni Aseoclstlon. are due by this Friday,
October 30,1992, to the UAA office located in
the Mlletl Alumni Center. Don't forget and
don't be late to apply for this once ma-lifetime
opportunity1 If you have any questions or problems, please contact Chris Solus at 372-6849
but do it now!
Tom Gorman
At Pollyeyes
Saturday 10/31
9:30pm

Unlverlsty Red Cross Blood mobile mealing
Thursday, Nov. 5- BA 114,7:30 p.m.
ALL WELCOME!

Win a $250 Scholarship From FMA
Tickets are only $1. They will be sold on
Thursday 10/29 and Friday 10/30 In the
Union Oval. Look for the "FMA Scholarship
Raffle" table.
WORKS IN PROGRESS
A PE RFORMING ARTISTS' SHOWCASE
Sponsored by: University Dance Alliance
An opportunity to gain performance experience
by sharing your artistic work (dance, music,
theatre) with others. If you would like to pa/Deipan stop by Eppter North or call Lyn Fisher at
353-4019
When: Nov. 19 at 8 00 p.m.
Place: 212 Eppler North
You've heard him teach GREAT IDEASNow hear Ms own GREAT IDEAS)
Dr Neil Browne appearing m
Alpha Lambda Delta's Last Lecture Series
November 4.8:30 p.m.
220 Math Science Building

WANTED
1 female roommate needed for Spring Semester or sooner. Very close to campus. Call
353-5022, please leave message.
1 female subleaser needed for Spnng semester. Very close to campus. Call evenings.
352 3991.
1 or 2 female non-smoking rmtes for Spring
93. Rent $ll2.50Vperson . util Health spa ft
spacious parking Can 353 6613
1 or 2 MvF subteasers wanted
b share apt dose to campus.
Heat ind . $200/mo. 353-0922, James
$$ 100 CASH BONUS Sf

2 part time positions open for truck was facility
l8t-Mon-Wed3-9pm;2nd-Thurs ftFn.3-9
pm. Sat. 9 am - 3 pm. Apply at Peak Transportation, 26624 Glenwood Rd.. Perrysburg 9 am
- 5 pm or call Al Wolf at 1 -874-5852.
ACTIVITIES DIRECTORS NEEDED
NOW INTERVIEWING for the summer ol
19931
Need a summer job? Don't wait til the last
minute I
Our campgroud. Yogi Bear's Jellysione Camp
Resort, is looking lor 2 creative, outgoing persons to coordinate A direct activities for a family camping resort.
Location: Aurora. Ohio. 5 miles from Sea World
of Ohio and Geauga Lake Park.
E xperience preferred but not a must.
Male or female.
Living facilities provided
If interested, send resume to:
Jeifystone Camp Resort
3392 S R 82
Mantua. OH 44255

Arthur Victor PainDng. Inc is looking for branch
managers for Summer *93 Experience helpful
bul not necessary Complete training and field
support. High income potential 800-775-4745.
Bartenders, floorwalkers. DJ
Apply tn person after 8pm
SOP-Cassidy's
176E Wooster
Drummer Needed
for Charlotte's Webb
I must have equipment ft double-bass skills.
Call for tape and into' 354-5966
EARN $1,500 WEEKLY mailing our clrculara!.. Begin NOW!... FREE packet! SEYS,
Dept. 235, Box 4000, Cordova, TN
38018-4000.
ELECTRICIANS
APPRENTICESHIP
OPPORTUNITY
(Men ft Women)The Toledo Electrical Joint
Apprenticeship and Training Committee will be
accepting applications for apprenticeship from
November 2, 1992 through November 13,
1992. Applications will be available at the Apprenticeship Training Center, 803 Lime City
Road. Rossiord. Oho (behind Local 8) on the
hour from 1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. Monday
through Friday. V you are al least 18 years of
age, have successfully completed one year of
high school algebra or a post high school algebra course, have a high school diploma or GED
and are in good health, you qualify to apply for
said Program YOU MUST APPLY IN PERSON.
Recruitment, selection, employment and training ol apprentices is done without discrimination due to race, religion, color, national origin or sex.
Fraternities, sororities, campus organizations,
highly motivated individuals-Travel FREE plus
earn up lo thousands of dollars selling SPRING
BREAK
trips
to
CancunBahamas/Cruise-South Padre Island:
1-800-258 9191
HOLIDAY EMPLOYMENT
Interested in picking up a few bucks over the
holidays? Direct Graphics m Sidney. Ohio is
currently signing up srudents to work in our
mailing operation during the month of December. Positions are available on all shifts at our
plant just north of Dayton, Oho. It interested,
please write to or call Jeff Raibie at Direct
Graphics Inc.. Box 4009. Sidney, Ohio 45365
(800)848-4406.
Need a French tutor
tor high school srudent.
Phone 352-2267.
Radio sales help wanted. Mix 96.7 radio m
Fmdlay is on the grow and looking for a hardworking, sell starter to join our sales team If
you are goal oriented A want to earn an above
average income, send your resume in confidence to Sales Manager, Mix 96.7, 1995 Tiffin
A ve, Find lay, OH 45840.
STUDENTS or ORGANIZATIONS
Promote our Florida Spnng Break
packages Earn MONEY and FREE trips.
Organize SMALL or LARGE groups.
Call Campus Marketing. 800-423-5264.

FOR SALE
'77 Buick Regal cheap, reliable transportation.
$250 CaH 352-7506.
Bell Legend 3 radar detector, practically brand
new. Best Offer CaH 353 5110
CHEAPI FBI/US. SEIZED
89 MERCEDES
$200
86 VW
$50
87 MERCEDES
$100
65MUSTANG
$65
Choose from thousands starting $25.
FREE Informaton 24 Hour Hotline.
801-379-2929 Copyright« OHl 7KJC
Practically new Air Brush Kit ft compressor
Also have Draft table lor sale.
Pnces neg Call 354-6654 (eve.)

Dec Commencement Tickets
Willing to pay!
Call Bill at 352-5147

Practically New
Tandy Word Processor

Female rmis. wanted to share house Own
room. Bach yard/deck Off street parking.
$22S/mo. Call 352 S47Sor 353-1648.

SUZUKI GS4502960 miles, super dean.
runs like new. must see $800
353-6108 (Dave)

Female subleaser needed ASAP.
Own room, close to campus.
Call 353-7407.

VELOOYNE loudspeakers$i25
NAD. CD player w/ remote $150

Graphic Designer/Production Assistant
Experience in process camera, darkroom,
paste up. layout and computer abilities in one
or all ol the following Pagemaker, Freehand or
Illustrator. Send resume to Graphics Coordinator, 1545 Holland Rd.. Suite 0. Maumee,
OH 43537.
Needed: Mature rmmate for spacious Perrysburg home-with lots of extras! Ideal for Graduate or MCO student. $250 includes all uil. Washer/dryer. Call Chris 352-3115
Subleaser needed for Spring Semester
Own room
Close to campus
Call 354-7129
Subleaser needed to share 1 bedroom apt.
second semester $175. eiec.
CeJ 353-3922. Rebecca

HELP WANTED

We love our Pledge Class President,
Dora Tracy I
Plks
Butlers
Happy 24th Birthday I
Love, Mciutter

$202.50 Sell 50 funny, college T-shirts and
make $202.50 No financial obligation. A Risk
Free program Avg sales time is 4-6 hours.
Choose from 18 designs. Smaller/larger quanrjues avail Call 1-800 733-3265

$200-$600 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home. Easy! No selling.
You're paid direct. Fully Guaranteed.
FREEIniormatlon-24 Hour Hotline.
801-379-2900. Copyright »0H171KDH.

372-3454

Call 353-6522

FOR RENT
1 bdrm. apartment lor rent in Dec $300 per
month. utAnes included, partially furnished,
close to campus. Call 352-5475.
902 E. Wooster (above TO's Too) 3 bdrm unfurnished apartment Stove and refrigerator
provided. Immediate possession, terms negotiable. Phone John Newfove Real Estate at
354-2260.
Efficiency apartment to
$210/mo. Call 353-5110

sublease

ASAP

For rant - BG apt. 2 bd. i ba. Ig. kitchen, park
ing, laundry, heat ft air cond. No pets
$360/mo. Avail. 11/15-6/15/93. Close to
campus. If interested. caH Sandra, 353-4116.
Male or female roommate wanted.
$i50/month plus electric ft phone. Contact
Jenna or Jasonal 354-5004.
Need Subleasers In Dec.
2B/B-NOMayremll
For more info, call 352-6128
Roommate needed Spring semester
Wash/dryer, dose lo campus. $150.00 per
month .electric.Call353-4310after4:00p.m.
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New York City white noise,
Black Swamp ears to collide

HI
Editor-in-Chief
Matthew A.
Daneman

A

Managing Editor
Karen Koster
Art Director
Laurel Pajer
by Matthew A. Daneman
Insider editor

Look closely at downtown Bowling Green Monday night. See if the
streets don't shimmer as a glimpse
of New York City pokes through.
Watch as Howard's Club H takes
on an almost CBGB-like aura.
What's bringing about this metamorphosis? Only the arrival of
NYC grunge/white noise rockers
Unsane as they bring their guitars,
drums and sound equivalent to a
subway crash to BG and dump it all
on Howard's, 210 N. Main St.
They've been compared to current flavor-of-the-month and fellow
New Yorkers Helmet and called
the descendentsof Sonic Youth.
They record on Matador Records,
the same label that's home to college laves Superchunk. But it's not
who a band knows that makes 'em
worth the cover charge. Rather,
according to WBGU 88.1 FM
promotions director Curtis
McCrary, Unsane promises "some

TREAT ME LIKE COLTRANE/UNS ANE Get let for Big Apple boys Unsane Monday night at Howard"< Club H.
of the most original music out today."
"They're intense emotionally,"
McCrary described. "It'sNewYork
noise - like Sonic Youth. A lot of
feedback, (but) they're really heavy,
too. A tot of their music's about inner city living.. gritty realism.
"Alternative Press called them
' the only evidence of God on thi s
planet,'" McCrary grinned. "(So)
people should be prepared to be
blown away."
The $3 18-andover show is
sponsored by both WBGU and
MadHatter Music Co., 143 E
Wooster St., with local original
rocksters Vambo Marble Eye and
Ton opening. According to Jim

Cummer of MadHatter, fans of
modem rock would be Insane to
miss the Unsane opportunity.
"It's the same thing if Nirvana
came to town three years ago," he
said. "They're the future of new
music. It's a chance to see what's
coming next, whether It's a local
band with their own songs or an
underground national band."
When the best shows coming to
town usually consist of familyfriendly artists on Parents' Day or
the increasingly rarer University
Activities Organization-sponsored
concert, the tendency to write off
BG gets easier and easier. But even
for non-fans of Unsane, the show
provides an opportunity to get the

ball rolling and bring bigger and
more names into town, according
to Tim Hustmyer, WBGU acting
assistant general manager.
"It's a start. A lot of idealistic
people'd like to envision BG getting some actual bands coming into
BG.," Hustmyer asserted. "But
seeing as there are no real venues
for them to play... Once you take
the step up, which Is what the people doing this envision, where are
you going to go? Toledo? There's
no place in Toledo for them to
play.
"I think people should go if they
want to see outside bands come in
that aren't Marie Osmond or
Howie Mandel."

Outland vu: the best are back again
driving through several small Ohio
towns in one day.
Of course, Outland has its diffrences from Bloom County, and
these are easiest to see in the opening pages of Breathed's first collection of the spinoff, titled Politicaln» f»M mma am mr tnevmry
or nm cam ON me-noof. mum>m
imcKcmmx'. nvMeex/
POGKWORKeK.' ma
atone mmtra UKB
MIPPU etsiztN
7-eU¥£NClOK.'

Vietnamese pig and Milquetoast,
the cross-dressing cockroach.
But he brings back a lot of the
old favorites too - Opus and Bill the
Cat to name a few - and Bloom
County characters like Steve Dallas
and space barbarian Cutter John

run over by a Sherman tank near
Paris. He returns to Disney studios
45 years later to find his brother
chained to a drafting table (across
from Snow White and Bambi) and
is told an accountant is now running the company. After Mort has
"a most UN-Disneylike brouhaha,"
.am> m taw net
with accountant Mike Eisner, he is
later shot by a brainwashed Bill the
MM/O/V irXTBM&VT-.
Cat (supposedly sent by Disney).
In other news, Bill The Cat has
hyj.l. [hompson
an unauthorized biography written
infrastructure consultant
about him by Kelly Kitty. Bill is
caught in many embarrassing pho
tos, including smoking hallucinoPeople and places often look the
genic mouse feet with Garfield and
same, even in comic strips.
Hobbes, and in a compromising
Anyone who has read Berkeley
position with Barbara Bush. Also,
Breathed's Outland comic strip
Opus finally locates his mother since the demise of Bloom County HERE COMES ANOTHER ONE ..new faces, same old genius.
g held captive at Sea World - just In
probably has trouble telling bely. Fashionably, and Aerodyn- make visits to Outland to catch up
time for Christmas.
tween the two.
amically Incorrect.
on old times.
All in all, It's a strong collection
Many familiar characters are
The early Outland cartoons inOne of the better series in the
of the Outland series, and is as enthere, some of the scenery is the
troduce new offbeat characters
collection centers on Mortimer
joyable as previous Bloom County
same and a reader can't help but
such as Mortimer Mouse (Mickey
Mouse's troubled life and that of his books Billy and the Boingers
feel they've been there before. It's
Mouse's fraternal twin and stunt
better-known twin, Mickey. Mori
Bootleg and The Night of the
similar to the feeling you get alter
doubtel. Truffles, )he.ppt-bejlied
signs up for the service and gets
Mary Kay Commandos.
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Quality, not crooks,
comes 'Under Siege7
any notion of women's lib back
twenty years.' 'Why do I have to
carry all the stuff? I'm the girl," she
whines to Seagal. "I believe in
women's lib, don't you?" he asks
her. "Yea, when it works in my
Unlike Willis, though, Seagal
gets assistance from Playboy's Miss favor," she answers. To her credit,
July 1989 (Erika Qenlak) and some however, a couple of her lines have
more-than-one-syllable words in
of the ship's rescued crew. Said
'Bunny' was brought aboard by the them and she doesn't stumble on
any of them.
terrorists to jump out of the proverbial cake at a party, only to be
When the hero and heroine are
forgotten. When Seagal discovers
so annoying it's hard not to cheer
her cake, she pops out and goes
into her act, revealing what have to for the bad guys. If Busey and
Jones weren't worse than Seagal
be the most fake breasts known to
and Eleniak, I would have gladly
mankind. She becomes, at first,
rooted for them. Busey's pathetic
Seagal's reluctant sidekick, and
scag drag number in front of Jones'
then a munitions expert.
dreadful band set the tone for their
performances. Each is apparently
FJeniak goes above and beyond
insane (Not the characters, the
the duty of an action film's lead fe
actors for agreeing to do this film). I
male role of being a piece of meat
for the straight men in the audience wish there was something good to
to stare at and portrays a complete- say about either of them, but like
the rest of the film, there isn't.
ly tasteless character which sets
Die Hard films, Seagal becomes
the thom in the side of the terrorists, slowly killing them off and ruining their plan.

by David Huffman

Insider film critic

If there is one major criticism I
have of the video industry, it's that
home video made a star out of Steven Seagal. Thanks to the everstrong redneck market for com
pletely inane, ultra-violent "action"
films where quality is secondary to
loudness, Seagal has risen from
low budget trash to big budget
trash.
His latest atrocity, called Under
Siege, Is the most vile and unpleasant experience I've had since I sat
through his Hard to Kill. At least I
was able to amuse myself by counting Hard lo Kill's cliches and editing errors with a friend. Under
Siege is too offensive to be taken
as a Joke, however, and left me
'S THAT AN AUTOMATIC RIFLE IN YOUR POCKET OR.Slewn Seagal leu
physically shaking as I walked out
loose his acting talent In Under Siege.'
of the theater and passed some
fool saying "That was a good
flick."
Quite a premise, huh?
allowed to stop worrying about be
Seagal has apparently broken
After the film's excruciating first ing placed in scenes which may rethe arms of every drug dealer in his forty minutes of exposition, the
quire acting so that he can comother films, so that now he needs
blood starts gushing and Seagal is
mence to killin'. Like Willis in both
to find new villians to beat up and
disfigure. Crossing over into Bruce
Willis territory, Seagal is now pitted
against terrorists who are bent on
taking control of the soon-to-bedecommissioned USS Missouri so
Asst.
that they can sell its weapons to the
highest bidder. What the head
Friday, Saturday & Sunday Only
anarchists, William Strannix (Tommy Lee Jones) and Commander
Krill (Gary Busey), don't count on is
that Seagal's Casey Ryback is not
Railroad St.
352-169.1
j*.
Just the ship's head cook but a highly-decorated ex-Navy SEAL.
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HOWARDS club H
210 N. Main

Oct. 3Q & 31

I FRIGHT NIGHT
with

Coke 2* 790 Bn
Pills 'IV Packages

m

1234N MilnSt

All Shows $3.00
after 6pm with
Student ID
Monday thru Friday shows
start at approximately 5pm
Saturday & Sunday Full Schedule
CAPTAIN RON
Kurt RtMMJ * M«1« Shod
PG-13 iaO,?.M.4:5i.7:1M:2S»
UMDEH 5EWJC
Sl*v*n Seagal
CONSiNIINC ADULTS
Kavrn Khn«. Mary f_kjattain Uatlfarlon-O
H 1:lS, 3:'*. *:**, 7», 9M *
MGMIV DUCKS
EmfcoEaMva*
PG 100.100.5
■ 00,300. 8 00. 700.930*
LAST
Of THE MOHICANS
LASTcTtH
Darnel Day (.MM
R 100, 305.5:10.7^0, t:40 a
Coming m October
1073 Dr. GtgglM <win Layiy Drafc*
•Shows will Changs Fddav a MMOU

MALAKAI
\\

Let's Raise the money for MS
_ 4. ,
And SHAVE TED'S HEAD! u°n™"
Raffles, Drawing, Mugs & Buttons Ted 9et
-All Proceeds benefit MS-

.
o
away
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CINEMARK THEATRES

CINEMA

8

352-9951

THE

Opening October 31st

DON
IN

Come and join us for an evening of fun!

WINTER
by James Goldman

November 5-7 and 12-14 at 8 p.m.
November 8 at 2 p.m.
Eva Marie Saint Theatre

Spades and Euchre Tournaments
Prizes: 1st
2nd

3rd

S20 hinders Gift Certificate
S15 Bookstore Gift Certificate

810 Woodland Mall Movie Certificate

Sign-up sheets are located in the Galley and

Reservations

. 372-2719

in Multicultural Programs and Activities 328 Union.
Dry Dock located @ The Galley/Basement of Harshman
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Tiffin's the place to take
your \i\' ghoul or goblin
by Matthew A. Dancman
Frankenstein

For the kids and for the kids al heart - though it really is geared
for chronological children - The Ritz Theater In downtown Tiffin is
hosting its annual Safe Halloween Program tonight and Saturday.
The fun and frolic starts with a short slapstick comedy skit provided by members of the Ritz Players troupe. Following the skit, the
Rllz will feature a showing of the Disney film Newsies. The musical, set at the end of the 19th century, tells the story of young paper
carriers fighting the power when publishing moguls threaten to
raise the price of newspapers. The PG-rated story of innocent,
charming social rebellion against a backdrop of singing and dancing runs approximately two hours.
Then the fun begins. After the film, each child gets what kids for
years have wanted out of Halloween - free candy! Unfortunately,
it's the kids that win in this holiday. "The older you get, I don't
think you'll get the free candy," Cynthia Ewanskl, marketing manager for The Ritz, laughed. Oh cruel fate.
"It's aimed at elementary kids - K through six, K through 12,"
she explained, "but of course, everyone is welcome to come and
enjoy the Safe Halloween."
The Ritz has expanded Safe Halloween this year, with one show
Friday night and one Saturday afternoon.
See TIFFIN, page eight.

BOO ALL THAT YOU CAN
BOO: If candy does not agree with
your complexion and egg throwing
is beyond the ability of your girlyman arms, has BG got Halloween
options for you! Howard's Oub H,
210 N. Main St., concludes Its
UGLY Bartender fundralslng for
multiple sclerosis with a Halloween
blowout. Malachi provides the music. Howard's employee Ted provides the hair - if Howard's raises
its $2000 goal for the month, It's
Ted's head-shavin' time!
Raid your closets and the thrift
stores, teenbeats, 'cause Downtown, 162 N. Main St., is hosting a
costume party contest. Rrst place
best costume in the 21-and-over
pad wins a mind-whopping $250.
If you routinely carry a stick up
your butt, prepare to check it at the
door when you enter EasyStreet
Cafe, 104 S. Main St. It's only $1
to get In if you're in costume ($2 if
you're a non-garbed loser). In
exchange for that pocket change,
you get the third annual Uncle
Mike's Nightmare Night. Live music from Scapegoat, Satan Tortilla,
Mindpower and Uncle Mike's
Nightmare. Free stuff given away
all night. And if tradition follows
from the past two years, expect a
floor show that cannot be beat
without a prescription.

BRIE IN BG. Big Hunk, better than Eauycheese, comln back home Wed. to
Good Tymes.

EAT YOUR CURDS AND
WHEY AND CHEESE: They left
BG for North Carolina, but like
pigeons to Capistrano, they return.
Wednesday night at Good Tymes
Pub, 153 E Wooster St., join the
triumphant Fall homecoming of
Big Hunk O' Cheese. Melting
together a blend of rock, funk and
metal into a tasty morsel - kind of
like Velveeta - Hunk Joins the ranks
of such now-hotter-than-saginaki
groups as the Red Hot Chili Peppers and Primus. They even put
out a self-titled album - that you can
buy at any of your favorite local record shoppes - on their own label.
And dammit, they're local! No
word on any opening acts. So just
look into the camera and just say
"Cheese!"

r
352-0796
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HOURS SMAW13 0OMOMGHT
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Custom Made Jewelry. Gifts.
k Metaphysical Needs
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Prosecuting Attorney
Works Closely With'
Law Enforcement Agencies
protanti.
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RUN OUT AND SNAG...:
Finders Records and Tapes is all
agog over the latest release by The
Sundays, Blind on Geffen Records. "People who were fans of
the last one are really going to like
this album," Veronica Sheets of
Finders asserted. Meanwhile, Neil
Young's latest -Harvest Moon c out of Reprise Records "rocks
the house," according to Jeff DeWitt of Record Den. The Bikini Kill
EP (Kill Rockstars Records) is what
MadHatter Music Co. goes gaga
for this week, according to Jim
Cummer of MadHatter. Why?
"Because Morrella likes Bikini
Kill," he said cryptically.
FRANKENSTEIN. WHY
DON'T WE...: TONIGHT: Tie
Dye Harvest at EasyStreet, The
Kind at Good Tymes Pub HALLOWEEN: Uncle Mike's Nightmare at EasyStreet, Tom Gorman
at Campus Polleyes, Yesterday's
Jester at Good Tymes Pub TONIGHT AND SATURDAY: Malachi at Howard's Oub H MONDAY: Duvalby Brothers at Good
Tymes Pub TUESDAY: The HalfNotes at Good Tymes Pub
WEDNESDAY: Big Hunk O
Cheese at Good Tymes Pub, Two
Big Guitars at Howard's Club H,
Chris Otto at Downtown, Kenny
Reeves at Club SOP THURSDAY:
Eddie Shaw and the Wolf Gang at
Howard's Club H.

STUDENT I.D.
Price $3.00 after 6 pm
Starts Showing
November 6

Friday Only
Saturday Night come join
l> Wood County Fraternal
Order Of Police

Easystreet's III annual
Halloween Bash with...

I* Wood County Sheriff
Deputies Association

WE NEED

POTTER NOW
ALBERT L. POTTER

PROSECUTING ATTORNEY
Pcrtet did Uw Enforcement - Vfortrig as a TEAM h fl jMin j tfw Wit Against Glnw.

UNCLES MIKE'S
■NIGHTMARE

«<£

"TT
' m
$1 Cover with your Costume
$2 Cover for non-conformists

104 S. MAIN

353-0988

CINEMARK'S
Woodland Mall Cinema #5
1234 N. Main Street

354-0558
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Adam-12 SOP:
Nightlife fun has a new
guardian at Cassidy's
by Marion Schloemer
Insider

As you begin your pilgrimage io the BG bars this weekend, don't forget to stop and say hello to the ever-present security guard in front of
Club SOP. And behave yourself.
If you are like other University students and a patron of the local bar
scene, of course you've seen the uniformed guard patrolling in front of
the East Wooster Street bar. And you, like many others passing by,
probably began walking a little straighter, speaking in quieter tones and
refrained from your ritual drinking songs.. .at least until you're a block
away.
Rob Sense), manager of Club SOP, 176 E. Wooster, says the security
guards are stationed at the bar for good measure.
"This summer we had problems at the door. But since the owner
hired the security service, I couldn't tell you the last time we had a fight,"
he said.
While Sensel concedes that Club SOP always had a relatively wellbehaved crowd, the rowdiness has definitely lessened since the extra security was added.
"People think he's a cop, so they don't screw around," he said. "He's
an extra body in case something goes wrong."
Paul Dome is one of the security guards from Toledo's Continental
Secret Service who rotate the Thursday, Friday and Saturday evening
shifts at SOP.
Dome says he is "always monitoring" for open containers and IDs being passed from patrons on the patio to a friend outside. In the few times
he has patrolled at Club SOP, he caught an ID being passed on one occasion and broke up a fight on another.
"(The fight) started inside and came out here," he said. "I stood between them and told them if they didn't break it up, I was gonna take
them to jail. That stopped them."

Insider/Tim Norman
BAD BOYS BAD BOYS.. .Club SOP. 176 E. Wooster Si., may be just a little safer, a little less rowdy tonight.

They
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HEAR > ~Jf
you.^Sr^

See BEERCOP, page eigl '.
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ALPHA OMICRON PI
Big/Lil'Pairs!!!

Michelle Stachler & Tina Poeppleman
Jen Lafene & Michelle Englund
Lisa Larkin & Amanda Herriott
Christy Travise & Erin Blackburn / Michelle Ressler
Rebecca Midelton & Kathy Bamber
Danielle White & Chrissy Fitzgerald
Briana Creech & Beth Maier / Jen Betinis
Kelly Uddin & Dawn Jacobs
Heather Wells & Erin Braley / Kathy Schmid
Kristen Slater & Colleen Faidiga

Laura Killingcr & Heather Anderson
Christine Casement & Lisa Patton / Angie Dixon
Jen Gilbert & Sharon Raupple / Jen Hicks
Chrissy Sauer & Missy Whalen
Angie Thompson & Beth Williamson / Sara Lang
Michelle Bettilyon & Cindy Bialecki
Chcri Leibel & Kim Baker / Carin Nardeechia
Joanne Johnson & Angie Schwab
Wendy Marshall & Evan Chatfield
Jodie Castanza Sc Amy Kcc / Lisa Poniatowski / Lisa Verna

We Love Our New Members!!!

STUDENTS ARE SAYING THEY WANT:
... Opposition to Governor Voinovich's education
budget cuts.
...More State support for higher education in
Ohio.
... More local internship opportunities.
... More job opportunities for graduates.
Through their positions and through the Ohio County
Commissioners Association, Tom Warns and Alvie
Perkins will work to answer these student needs.
4gg£t
Vote For

Thomas O?*

*** Alvin L

PERKINS. WARNS

For Wood County Commissioners
- i.>. *V.."\l.ndW*ri>» Al Nevrio** IIM
336Scu(t"M.."Siif»'i B..*t.nfl Green OH 4340?

^™
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There are no surprises with the
latest single off of tie new Alice In
Chains release. Musically, 'Them
Bones' walls like a freight train.
The keening guitars and hollow
drum crash conjure mind's-eye
images of a cold wind blowing
across the plains on a black, black
night.
Lyrically, the track does just the
opposite of the blowing wind - it
sucks.
ing,' guitarist Warren Anthony
Brand Now Heavies
"Some say we're bom Into the
Fitzgerald starts In with a guitar
Heavy Rhyme Experience
grave/I feel so alone/Gonna end
up a big ole' pile a' them bones"
chord and uses the same one
Vol.1
Delicious Vinyl
the lyrics whine and bellow. So
It all started when Blondie had
Alice In Chains has discovered that
everybody dies eventually? Gosh,
Fab Five Freddy throw in some
they're mortal too? B.F.D.
raps for her seminal hit 'Rapture.'
Sure they're going to die. But the
Now rap's like NutraSweet - it's In
greater loss is the fact that a great
your Jell-O, it's In your soda. It's
melody and pocketful of catchy
everywhere. Everyone's breaking
new ground in hip-hop crossovers - rock hooks was wasted on lyrics
trite as these.
from Anthrax to R.E.M.
- Matthew A. Daneman
The latest Lewis and Clark of hip
hop/rock exploration Is actually
British soul group Brand New
Xtra Large
Now i Eat them
Heavies. Heavies Simon BarthoGiant Records
lomew on guitar, Andrew Levy on
One thing you can definitely say
bass and Jan Kincaid on drums
throw down the funky jazz tunes.
about the members of California
And they've got some of the finest punk/metal band Xtra Large is that
hip-hop lyricists to date rhyming up they are colorful characters. How
a storm.
couldn't you when the lead vocalist
Best Jams: 'Jump N' Move' with says his main goal in life is "to meJamalskl. Sweaty and dynamic,
tamorphaslze into a flying homiBRAND NEW HEAVIES WITH GRAN]
cidal dwarf." Now, If only the muJamalskl makes a damn fine fistpumper. And Jamaican dance hall sic on the group's debut album
throughout the entire song. If you
reggae ist Tiger kicks the album to could be as interesting as the inlike a little variety in your music
you're definitely not going to find it |
a new level with 'Whatgabouthat.' formation on their promotional
bios, then we would really be onto here.
Black Sheep, Ed O.G. and Main
The group makes a pretty weak
Source also throw in their talented something.
Right off the bat you'll notice the stab at a ballad with 'Perfect
Sinead's strength has always
two cents.
strange lyrics which are present
House' ("The world is a perfect
The only problem is that the
been her vocal power - a melodic
throughout songs like 'Hooker' ("I house, (or love and joy and gerversion of a punch in the nose - es- Heavies, playing live, can't match
the smashing, sampling bass-heavy used to love fish, now I breed them mination, but I'm in pain, I'm in
pecially on her classic freshman
release The Lion and the Cobra. crush of, say, Public Enemy pro-1 used to love children, now I beat pain.") There Just isn't much effort
ducer Hank ShoclJes. Tending to
So why she reduces her abilities
them -1 used to love animals, now 1 from any of the band members on
and these songs to the level of soft, drag and la<j behind, they drag
eat them.") Of course you won' t be this cut, with McNamee squeaking
moody ballads is tough to fathom. down the rhymlrg expertise of the surprised to find out frontman Dar- along with his obnoxious voice.
- Matthew A. Daneman
If you can actually make it to the
rappers. Mild, b jt the tradeoff of
ren McNamee had a hand In pensecond half of the album, songs like|
ning those memorable words.
supersonic cuts and bass edits for
'Jiis compilation of hip-hop talent is
Pogey Bait
But all kidding aside, there really 'Hold Me Down' will not only confirm that the group is a bunch of
well worth it.
Pogey Bait to the Rescue
doesn't appear to be much talent
heavy-metal rockers who are
- Matthew A. Daneman
Pogey Bait Records
here. With the tune 'Up', you'll
punk/altemattve wannabees, but it |
Being from Northwest Ohio's
swear you've heard the guitar riff
will probably encourage you to
Alice In Chains
more than enough to drive anyone
befcra - possibly In some of the
press the stop button.
'Them Bones fingle
Just a little crazy. The Black Swamp
early recordings of glam rockers
- Kirk Pavelich
Columbia Records
has that Pet Semetary kinda thing
like Poison. In 'Mountain Climbgoing for It - "This land is evil" and
aH that. That goes a little way to
explaining the collection of local
Stone Temple Pilots
boys gone wrong calling itself
Core
Pogey Bait. Like any damn fine
Atlantic Records
rock band, they have the prerequiIf the Stone Temple Pilots had
site driving beat, the same guitargotten a Jump on the alternative
laden energy, the eye-bugging colmusic explosion back In mid-1991
lection of pop hooks and riffs that
with the emergence of groups like
makes a grown man weep. But
Nirvana, Soundgarden, and Pearl
Pogey Bait's also like a Where's
Jam, they might have hit mainWaldo picture - look close and
stream success also. Now, the Los
you'll see all klnda really weirded
Angeles quartet has to rely on their
out stuff. Like a mermaid working
original sound and hyper-charged
on a car engine or something.
playing if they wish to attain the
Pogey Bait keeps up an almost
success of the bands who have
heavy metal or punk energy level.
beaten them to the market.
And Aaron Maruna's gravelly belFor a debut album, Core really ,'
low/growl ain't gonna get him In
really shows a wide variety of musi-j
the Vienna Boys Choir anytime
cal talent by the Stone Temple Pisoon. But before collapsing into a
lots while still retaining a large
pool of shrieking noise, Pogey Bait
amount of originality. The band
stays just on the edge by making
the hardest hi'tir.g pop alburn to
rocks hard on tracks like 'Dead and]
come out of the area in a while.
Bloated' and 'Naked Sunday,' but
XTRA
LARGE
The almost-punk cover of Enya's
are able to slip In the occasional
mellow hit 'Orinocco Flow' Is sure
to be a crowd pteaser. And 'The
Aliens Are Here' Is a sound altenia
tive to a Hairy Buffalo - sweet to
the palate, but with a rock punch
that'll catch you by surprise and
send you reeling.
For your own piece of local rock
glory, write: Pogey Bait, P.O. Box
29244, Parma, Ohio 44129.
- Matthew A. Daneman

SINEAD O'CONNOR

Sinead O'Connor
Am I Not Your Girl?
Chrysalis Records
Four out of five refrigerators in
America have some weird construction paper, paste and crayon
creation stuck to the front of them ■ill created by elementary school
kids who come home shrieking
' I .ook what I made today!" and
prompting weary parents to squint
at it and stick it up with a magnet,
patting the little ankle biter on the
head and saying' Very nice!
Oooh!"
Perhaps Mr. and Mrs. O'Connor
would like to stick this album up on
their refrigerator alter squinting at
it and patting Sinead's stubbly
scalp.
h may be an overdose of Elmer's
glue fumes are what prompted her
latest release, Am I Not Your
Girl? At least then she'd have an
excuse for this tribute album to
Sinead's favorite show tunes. In the
album's liner notes, Sinead claims
' These are the songs I grew up
listening to. They are the songs
that made me want to be a singer."
If so, why did she do this to them?
The flaming torch song of smouldering passion 'Why Don't You Do
Right?' is reduced to a bleary-eyed
drone. One of the finest Andrew
Uoyd Webber songs of ramrodstraight pride and honor, 'Don't
Cry For Me Argentina,' becomes a
slow ballad, devoid of strength or
power. And on 'Bewitched, Bothered and Bewildered,' she sounds
nothing if not boring and bombastic.
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uptempo (rack such as 'Plush' and the great Interaction of the other
then down to the melodic ballad
band members, the Stone Temple
Pilots seem to be well on their way
'Creep.' The band also tends to
work In a meaningful social stateto making their mark on the
ment with the date-rape awareness already crowded altemattve/rock
song 'Sex Type Thing.'
scene.
The band was formed by vocalist
- Ryan Honeyman
Wetland and bassist Robert DeLeo,
who spent their pre band days recording "Multi-layered jingle com
mercials" such as 'Dr. Lymph
Node's Duck Butter Brand Butt
Supreme Love Gods
Wax' until they found drummer
Supreme Love Gods
Eric Kretz and DeLeo's brother
Def American Recordings
They say they call themselves
Dean to fill in on lead guitars. The
the Supreme Love Gods with pride
because The Butthole Surfers had
already been tried. Oxymoron? I'll
let you decide. Actually, the music
that these four guys make together
Isn't bad at all. Well, it's pretty
good, in fact -1 may even be
hooked. Alright, alright, I LOVED
THEM, SO I THINK YOU
SHOULD LISTEN TO THEM,
BUY THEIR MUSIC AND LOVE
THEM TOO! But that's just my
opinion.

■DFUBA
band then moved their live act to
San Diego to avoid being lost in the
crowd of the out-pouring of new
bands from L.A. and to guarantee
that their sound would not be influenced by the LA attitude to sound
a certain way in order to get signed
to a contract.
If they can get the exposure that
they need, the Stone Temple Pilots
have the possibility to break out of
underground status and into mainstream success. With lead vocalist
Weiland's wide-range vocals and

Combine a voice that sounds a
little bit like Matthew Sweet's, a
beat that could be taken from segments of U2's Achtung Baby,
some funky guitar playing and
there you have it. Mellow, yet jazzy. Makes you want to lay back
and close your eyes, yet makes you
want to get up and dance. Something good to listen to while driving
with all the windows down, or
while just hanging out in a room full
of your favorite people.
The band has such a distinctive
sound, yet gives each song a separate character. In other words, if
you like one tune, you'll like them
all.
Are you curious yet?'. hope so,
'cause they're worth checking out.
- Jane Kilgore

It's Halloween and, whoa nelly, have I got a
monster of a quiz for you. They say that the third
time's the charm. If that's true, this week 'Dr.
Dave's Incredible College of Musical Knowledge'
must be the most charming, charitable contest In
the history of Bowling Green journalism.
Yes, it's back. For the third time, Dr. Dave
proudly unleashes his BIG QUIZ on the Insider's
readers and tells it to attack. Don't touch that dial,
mind your p's and q's, watch out for falling debris,
rub your tummy and pal your head, keep your feet
on the ground, drink plenty of fluids, count to ten,
and prepare for the musical adventure of your lifetime. And please, keep your feet and hands Inside
the quiz at all times. In the event of an emergency,
this newspaper may be used as a floatation device.
I know you're breathless with anticipation, so I
won't keep you waiting too much longer. But first,
let me congratulate last week's winner, Jennifer
Justice, who was the closest to knowing that the
Go-Gos' two Top Ten hits were 'We Got the Beat'
and 'Vacation.' No one correctly named both, but
Jennifer was selected from those who knew one of
the two.

DR. DAVES SUPER
MONDO QUIZ
EXTRORDINAIRE
Now, onto the BIG QUIZ. The object here is to
jog your memory regarding the tunes that have
blanketed your lives since 1983. In English, that
means that Dr. Dave will select a Number One hit,
a Top Ten hit, and a Top 40 hit from each of the
past ten years. Your task is to tell us who sang that
hit. The tunes chosen (hopefully) were ones that
intrigued, invigorated, haunted, energized and ac
companied your development in the past decade.
Let me lay the rules on you. As long as you
don't work for any of The BG News' publications
or for any of our sponsors, you are eligible to win
this week, even if you have won earlier this year.
However, only ONE entry per person will be accepted. Winners will be chosen based on the number of points accumulated. In the event of a tie, a
random drawing will be held. To have a shot at
(inning, send your answers along with your
n me, address and phone number to 'Dr. Dave's
Quiz,' c/o 214 West Hall, Bowling Green, Ohio,
43403, or stuff if it into the wooden box in 210
West Hall that soon will be overflowing with entries. Your entry must reach us before noon, Friday, November 6,1992 AD.
Before I tell you about the bounties of prizes to
be won, let me give you the songs. Remember,
your job is to tell me who scored the big hit with
them. The Number One songs are worth one
point each, the Top Ten hits are worth two points
each, and the Top 40 hits are valued at three
points each. And away we go:
Number One Songs - One point each:
1983-Total Eclipse of the Heart'; 1984-The
Reflex'; 1985-'Don't You (Forget About MeV;
1986'RockMeAmadeus'; 1987 LaBamba';
1988'Need You Tonight'; 1989 Wind Beneath
My Wings'; 1990-Blaze of Glory'; 1991-Unbelievable'; and 1992 -I'm Too Sexy'
Top Ten Hits - Two points each:
1983'Jeopardy'; 1984-The Warrior';
1985'Party All the Time'; 1986-'lf You Leave';
1987-Talk Dirty To Me'; 1988'Candle in the
Wind'; 1989'Stand'; 1990-Roam'; 1991-Right
Here, Right Now'; and 1992-Under the Bridge'
Top 40 Tunes - Three points each:
1983-Faithfully', 1984 Bang Your Head
(Metal Health)'; 1985'People Are People',

SUPREME LOVE CODS

1986 Missionary Man'; 1967-You Can Call Me
AT; 1988-ParentsJust Don't Understand';
1989 Angel of Harlem'; 1990'Unchained Melody'; 1991-'Hard To Handle'; and 1992 Friday
I'm In Love'
So, you're sitting there, reading this, and thinking, "Gee, Dr. Dave, that's a whole tot of questions. If I spend all my time trying to remember
who sang those songs, will It be worth my while?
TeB me, tell me now." Let me answer you by saying that the grand prize is valued at more than
$ 125 and that there will be fifteen winners Does
that sound like il might be worth your time? I
thought so. Many, many thanks go out to all of the
generous sponsors who graciously offered their
gifts and services to our winners Here are the
prizes (sponsors in alphabetical order, all are in
BG unless noted):
The grand prize, first place winner will earn a
medium three-Item pizza from Carly Cheena's at
Conant and Dudley in Maumee, a haircut from A
Cut Above at 141 W. Wooster,a$10giftcertifi
cate from Easystreet Cafe at 104 S. Main, five
promotional cassettes from Finders Records And

Tapes at 128 N. Main, $10 worth of magazines
from Grounds for Thought at 174 S. Main, one
dozen donuts from Hotel Lobby Donuts at 105 S.
Main, a deli pizza and one pound of coffee from
Kroger's at 1096 N. Main, two Big Macs and one
small fries from McDonalds at 1050 S. Main and
1470 E. Wooster, a 12" one-item pizza from
Myles' Pizza at 300 and 516 E. Wooster, a BSGU
T-shirt from Student Book Exchange at 530 E.
Wooster, any loo (long sub or salad, a medium
drink, and chips from Subway Sandwiches and Salads at 828 N. Main and 524 E Wooster, a round
cake from TCBY at 1062 N. Main, a $10 gift certificate from Uhlman's at 139 S. Main, three video
rentals from Video Spectrum at 112 E. WashingIon, and two tickets to see The Mighty Ducks at
the Woodland Mall Cinemas at 1234 N. Main.
What a multitude of prizes our grand prize winner
will nab!!! Yes, all that good stuff is for one lucky
soul.
Second prize is most incredible, too. The second place winner gets two Big Macs and one small
fries, a BGSU t-shirt from SBX, one pound of coffee and one pound of hot dogs from Kroger's, a
$ 10 gift certificate from Easystreet, a 12" oneitem pizza from Myles, any footlong sub or salad, a
medium drink, and chips from Subway, 3 Video
Spectrum rentals, and two 'Mighty Ducks' tickets.
Oy vey, have you ever heard of such prizes?
The third place winner will snag two Big Macs
and one small fries, a deli pizza and one pound of
hot dogs from Kroger's, a 12" one-item Myies'
pizza, the previously mentioned meal from Subway, and two Mighty Ducks tickets. Can you believe it?
The fourth and fifth place winners will both earn
two tasty McDonald's Big Macs and one small
fries, a Subwav meal and two Mighty
Ducks tickets. What wonderful prizes for a mere
letter to Dr. Dave
Sixth through 10th place are all good enough to
get you a Big Mac and fries from McDonald's plus
two Mighty Ducks tickets. Not bad. Eleventh
through 15th place will all rrric'p one Big Mac
and a pair of Mighty Ducks tix. Sounds like a fun
night out to me. These are the best and the most
prizes we've ever had! If you only enter one BG
News music trivia contest this week, let this be the
one. Don't dilry- dally; ENTER NOW.
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BEERCOP
Continued from page five.

Dome and the other security guards employed do not carry a gun, and
may only make an arrest in the case of a felony. Although breaking up
bar brawls and making drug busts are off limits for the guards, Club SOP
maintains that the mere presence of security guards serves as a deterrent.
Some bar patrons, however, see the security guards in a different
light.
"I don't think they do anything in particular," said Kyle Fenton,
freshman business major.
"(The security guards) are more or less icons - they just stand there,"
he said.
Tom Wallace, freshman business major, agreed with his friend.
"I think the bouncers could take care of a fight," he said. "The guard
just stands out there looking and acting stupid.
"I mean, look at this guy. I could wipe my a" with him," Wallace
claimed.
Many bar patrons, although they may feel somewhat intimidated by
the presence of a security guard, frequently talk with the guards from
their patio seats.
Dome says he talks to the patrons about "all kinds of things" but that
so far no one has offered him a beer.
Does he wish someone would offer him a beer?
"Once in a while, but I know I can't have one while I'm on duty," he
said.
Aside from the pay, the SOP security has fringe benefits by way of entertainment too, according to Dome.
One night while on duty, he watched as an obviously drunk bar patron
tripped on the step outside the door and almost fell flat on the sidewalk.
"It's pretty funny watching the drunks walk out of here," Dome said.

NO 'DANCES WITH' CRUD...The American Indian Dance Theatre performs the Eagle Dnace of the ZunI Pueblo tribe
In New Mexico.

BG hosting Amerind dance expo
by Mary Katharine Okorn

Insider
The American Indian Dance Theatre will meld
the spirit and nature through an exhibition of
ceremonial and seasonal dances Sunday, Nov. 1
at 4 p.m. in Kobacker Hall.
The dance company represents 19 tribes from
the Dakotas, the Southwest, Canada and the
Great Plain and performs in celebration of life and
preservation of the past.

TIFFIN
Continued from page four.
"It was phenomenal last year," Ewanski explained. "Last year we sold out.
"This year we decided - in order to give the area
moms and dads a chance to all take part - to give two
shows," she added. "Everyone'll be able to participate."

Teri Sharp, director of news services, said the
performances "feature persons with unique perspectives on the American experience.''
The demonstrations have been described as
haunting and tantalizing and as having an aura of
"sheer spectacle with transcendtal spirituality."
The performance Is part of the Univeristy's Festival Series sponsored by the College of Musical
Arts. Tickets are at the Moore Musical Arts Center
box office and are available between noon and 6
p.m. at $10, $16 and $22.

Except, of course, if society says you're too old.
Go anyway. Have fun. Admission is $2.50 for all
ages, with tonight's show starting at 7 p.m. and Saturday's starting at 1 p.m. The Saturday night showing of the movie - $2.50 for adults and $ 1.25 for 12
and under - Is at 8 p.m. For more Information, call
The Ritz at 448 8544.
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13& Annual Halloween Bash
Saturday October 3151

Best Costume Contest:
CD First Prize
Prizes & Cash For 10 Runner-Ups

Judging will be @
fHajf
Midnight
1st 500 People Receive a FREE Mug!

Phi Delta Theta
Is Proud to Announce
The Fall '92 Initiates
Jon Kneisley
James Kessel
Blair Brede
Ear) Stark
Andy Szymanski
Jeff Lange
Ehren Heyer

The Fall 92 Pledge Class
Jason Sabala - President
Jerry Milano - Vice President
Rob Donahue - Treasurer
Steve Hudapohl - Secretary
John Pogacnik - Social
Mike Barbey - Warden

Shawn Lewis
John Wilhelm
Bill Walrath
Skip Sutyak
Todd Jankowski

A Fraternity For Life...
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Sportscenter Sportscenter Sportscenter Sportscenter Training

Movie

Varied

Movie

K Copeland
Laverne

little House

Movie

DAYTIMEAFTERNOON
12:00

11:30

O

e
o
CD
S>

m

CD
CD
CD

12:30

1:00

Young and the Restless g Bold Bea

Midday

[Emmerdale

Pnce

News Q

Young and the Restless g Bold. Bea

As the World Turns

Faith Daniels Newsg

Concentr

Days of Our Lives Q

Home

Love Con

Loving g

All My Children

Instructional

Varied

Instructional Programming

Instructional Programming Cont'd
Varied

Inlatuanon

Rush L

Varied

Coronation

Neighbours

3:00

3:30

Guiding Light

4:30

Babar

The Bill

Video Hits

5:00

5:30

News

Edition

Golden Girls

Fame

CBC News

Guiding Light

Oprah Winfrey g

Design w.

Another Work)

Santa Barbara

Maury Povich g

Donahue g

One Life to Live

General Hospital

SavedBeN

Wonder Yrs

M-A-S-H

NMM

Mr Rogers

Sandieqo

Sq 1 TV
Sq 1 TV

Varied

Sesame Street g

Movie

Varied

Sesame Street g

Mr Rogers

Swans

BondJf

Melon es

Tom. Jtrry

Tiny Toon

Goo! Irocp

Niri|a turtles Batman

Bewitched

Chipmunks

Melodies

Tom. Jerry

Tiny Toon

Batman g

SavedBeH

Gro Pains

Trucks

Varied

Little House

Andy Griffith Amore

VH*I'

In Motion

Varied Programs

TMC

Movie Cont'd

Global Wresll

VaneO Programs

SECOND SIGHT

4:00
Geraldo

Montel Williams

Getting Fit

Bodysnape

As the World Turns

Instructional Programming

Lootqnq forSomcthinq •Unique?

*-—/v-^»»'

Customized Vintage Clothing & 'Hats
'Beaded Jewelry
featuring 'Works by Local Artists
I miners by Cody Circe
Antiques, Xftords, "Booty, furniture
Jewelry and Muck More!

And Save... r -10%ofT "I
I Any Purchase |
With Coupon_ _,
L
Main
BGSU

2:30

Sesame St

ESPN

To See...

2:00

News

Stop In...

•
•
•
•
•
•

1:30

Price

126 West Wooster
Bowling Green, OH

| Movie

HoWl-oWeei] at
S|Doofcta&fer.'
TROTTERS TAVERN

THE
TANNING
CENTER

HcnQllcD\jy<B<BaL) (DcDoilmaiKB LPanptty
$50 prize • best female
$50 prize - best male
$50 prize - best eouple

• 248 N.Main 354-1559

Judging StartN at I liOO PJtIJj

• 993 S. Main 353-8826

Witches Brew
Specials
All Night
Now Available!
l'.s|irrs.so and

2 locations

Your Tanning Professionals
since 1981
we honor local
competitors lower
advertised price.

Cappuccino

. .

M.,oct«,im

FRIDAY EVENING
6:00 | 6:30

O

o
CD
©
K)

TkclnsMir

10

News
CBC New-,

7:30

7:00

8:00

CBS News

Vou Bel-Life G Palace

Pali Preview

p ice

8:30
Maior Dad

Street Legal

9:00
Design W

9:30

10:00

10:30

11:00

Picket Fences

Dpsirjn W

Boo

Picket Fences

News

Dark Justice

1II Fly Away

News

Tonight Show

Dinosaurs

Camp Wilder 20.20

Arsemo Hall

Served

Piglet Files

Adam Smith Mystery1

Friday Night

News

11:30

Bob

Journal

Newfiart

Kids in the Hall

12:00

12:30

Arsenio Hal)
Sanders

rMatewan

Nightlme

Used Cars

News

CBS News

rVh Fortune Jeopardy1

News

NBC N.(ws

Ent Tonight

Cur. Affair

Movie

Slat Search

ABC News

M'A'S-M

Family Feud

Family

Previews

Business

MacNeii/Lehrer Newshour

Wash Week Wall St

Reading

MacNeii/Lehrer Newshour

McLaughlin

Wash Week Wall St

Political Debate

Talking With David Frost

Served

Viewer s Choce

Fun House

Roseanne

Night Court

America's Most Wanted

Sightings

Sightings

Star Trek Next Gener

Roseanne

Rush I

Studs

Roseanne

Golden Girls Married

You Bet-Lite America's Most Wanted

Sightings

Sightings

News

Murphy B

Star Trek: Next Gener

ffl
S)
63
0D
ESPN

Married

Senior PGA Golf

TMC Movie

(Major Dad

Dragnet
Step by S

Club Debate

Sponscentef NHL Hockey New York Islanders ,n He* Jersey Devils

Boo A Carol & Ted A Alice

JMovie

SATURDAY AFTERNOON
11:30
11:00
12:00

o
o

G Palace

12:30

1:00

1:30

Teenage Ninia Turtles

Beakmans

Why Didn 11

Movie. "Home Sweet Home
Gardener

2:00

2:30

3:00
O Lantern

Movie

3:30

The Fisher King

4:00

TBA

Movie:

Star Search

Sportscenter Aerobics Championship

Racing Across America
Puppet Master III Toulon s Revenge

Puppet Master II"

Heat

4:30

5:00

5:30

Yellowbeard

Real Fishing Goll

Homework s

Disability

CD

Future

Toonage

Monkeys

Life Choices Wealth

CD

Saved-Beli

Adventure

School Quiz

DouM up

a>

Beakmans

Scratch

Booty ooo WlUmtrJ

TBA

PGA Goll TOUR Championship

03

Taste ol La

Cooking

Cooking

Garden

Gourmet

Old House

Workshop

Homebme

Woodwnghl

Gent ,> Dr

Austin City Limits

Lonesome Pine Special

Wild Am

Geese

MotorWeek

Streamside

Old House

Garden

Workshop

Hometime

Gourmet

Eating Well

Kitchen

Woodwnght LjScJ Model

Super Dave

X Men

WWF Wrestling

Horror Hall ot Fame

Star Trek

Super Dave

X Men

WWF Wrestling

Movie.

Movie

Outdoors

Cwege Gameday

©
B
©
ESPN

TUC Movte

Movie

Horse Racing Breeders Cup
Horse Racing Breeders Cup

Oul ol All ca

Current Affair Extra
College Football Oho State al Iowa

Halloween III: Season ol the Witch"

|Mov«

Beauty and the Beast

Tales From the Darks-de The Movie

College Football Michigan at Purdue

Texasviite

Alexander

Baywalch
Star Search

| Scoreboard [college Football Cotorado at Nebraska

Diplomatic Immunity

Movie

Not Without My Daughter

Movie

Book ol Love'

SATURDAY EVENING
6:00

O
O
ID
ID
3>
93

QD
©

6:30

8:00

CBS News

New WKRP

Front Run

Brooklyn

Kate & An*

Newhart

Front Page

Don Cherry

NHL Hockey Detroit Red Wings at Toronto Maple Leals

News

CBS News

Wh Fortune Cash Exp

Brooklyn

Golden Girls Movie:' An American Werewolf m London"

News

NBC News

Entertainment Tonight

Here-Now

Out All Night Empty Nest | Nurses

American Gladiators

Covinglon Cross

Lawrence Welk Show

Columbus and Discovery

College Football
DPS!

nos

European

Scenes

7:00

Tony Brown Lawrence Welk Show

8:30

9:00

10:00

7:30

News

Country Beat
Rawhide

Sisters

News

Saturday Night Live

Crossroads

Commish

Arsenio Hall

Pacific Century

Talking With David Frost
Movie

Star Trek Next Gener

Game Night

NBA Preseason Basketball: Pistons vs. 76ers

ESPN

College Football

Scoreboard

College Football West Virginia at Miami

Siding Rivalry

Preseason Basketball Pistons vs 76ers

|Movie "Child s Play 2

Posters
Inde LabelsN

News

Cops

|Movie

Child s Play 3

HALLOWEEN
HORROR SALE

/'- Records Taix|«^

Postcards

Compact Discs

kH^J,

Local MusicNL^ ^ #

R oek

Videos
leos s

X Stickers
Stick

-

*

Buy one used Horror
Novel, get one FREE*
206 N. Main

352-2163
■ /

$1.00 oil

w tins AD
\
$6.00 or more. No limit!!* TK \*
Expires 11/5/92
\
ale. special order, consignment, or trades excluded

*

10-6Mon.-Sat.
"Equal value or less

Exp. 12-1-92

12:30

|Uptown Comedy Club
Austin City Limits

Invasion ol the Body Snatchers
Cops

Code3

Comedy Showcase

Cops

Code3

Edge

Football Scoreboard

PAUPER'S BOOKS
Imports

12:00

Design W

GD

|MOV«

11:30

Movie "Mortuary
CBC News

Sweating Bullets

INBA

11:00
News

Civil War
Cops

10:30

News

Catwalk

TMC Book-Love

9:30

Movie "Beaches"

IMOV*

Lifestyles

Sportscenter Senior PGA Got!
Night Patrol

11

M.,0€t 30,1fft

SUNDAY AFTERNOON
11:00
11:30
12:00
12:30
Working
Nil lodjy
O Tomorrow Siskel
Meeting Place
O TBA
Best Years

CD
CD

Real Estate

Toledo Front Front Run

a)

€0
BD
6D
©)

Gary Pinkel

1:00 1

1:30

2:00

Canada

JHymn Sing

4:00

4:30

5:00

5:30

NFL Football Philadelphia Eagles at Dallas Cowboys

Sunday Arts Entertainment CFL Football Saskatchewan Roughriders at Edmonton Eskimos

This-NFL

NFL Live

Movie

Jack Nicklaus 18 Holes

PGA Golf TOUR Championship

Contrary

Pacific Century

White House Cap Steps

Market

Editors

One on One | McLaughlin

Best Nat 1 Geo

Cooking

Painting

Sewing

Lawrence Welk Show

QUO

NFl Football Regional Coverage

Talk Radio

Slreel Justice

| On the issue Starlight

Black Bty

Newtons

At Issue: 9? Vote

Old House

Williams TV

FoodDe

Browns Insider

Movie

Easy Come. Easy Go

Movie

Dirty Harry

Paradise

3:30

NFL Football Regional Coverage

Fifing L;np

TMC

1

NFL Today

Herlage

American Gladiators

3:00

J Cooper

Tony Brown

Reporters

2:30

NFL Football Green Bay Packers at Detroit Lions

New York Crty Marathon Cont'd

ESPN

The Insider

Star Trek Next Gener

Sportscenter NFL Gameday

Triathlon

Mov*

Highlander 2

OddDaii Han

Gourmet

Beakmans

Gourmet

Auto Racing

|LPBT

JMovie:

NFL Football Cleveland Browns at Cincinnati Bengals

Movie:

My 5m Loves

Movie:

The Outlaw Josey Wales

Bowling Hammer Midwest Open

Scenes

Harry-Hendr Edge

|Auto Racing: Toy Atlantic

Flatimers

|Movie:

Roseanne

Family Ties

Team Chan

Racing

Two of a Kind'

SI \I)AY EVENING
6:00

O

o

CD
CD
S3

m

60

6:30

7:00

7:30

H:00

8:30

9:00

9:30

10:00

10:30

NFL Football

60 Minutes

Bonanza

Family Hour

In the Key ol Oscar

Venture

NFL Football Regional

60 Minutes

Murder. She Wrote

Her Final Fury: Betty Brodenck the Last Chapter

NFL Football

Ross Perot

I Witness Video

Lite Goes On

Videos

Lawrence Welk Show

Ghostwriter | Ghostwriter

Nature

Ghostwriter

ABC News

JRoggm s

Ghostwriter

Murder. She Wrote

Her Final Fury Betty Brodenck the Last Chapter

Saturday Night Live s Presidential Bash

Movie:

Pretty Woman

11:00

11:30

12:00

Siskel

CBCNews

Sports Weekend

News

Golden Girls 1 Movie

News

Street Justice

Editors

New WKRP

Masterpiece Theatre

Confronting Violence

Great Upset ol 48

Rosamond B.

12:30

Arsenio Hail

News

Chiller
Front Run

Sports

Siskel

Star Hustler

Austin City Limits

Nature

Masterpiece Theatre

Chance

Slar Trek Next Genet

Great Scott1

Ben Stiller

In Color

Roc

Married

Herman

Flying Blind

WOODS'

Inphomation

Telecast

Psych*c

Golden Girls Gro. Pains

Great Scotti

Ben Stiller

In Color

Roc

Married

Herman

News

Sports Xtra

Murphy B

Golden Girls

Kenneth CopeJand

ESPN

PBTA Billiards Challenge

NFL Pnmetime

TMC

Movie

CD
CD

Movie

MONDAY EVENING
6:00
6:30
7:00

O
O
CD
CD
ED

9
CD
CD
CD
ESPN

Senior PGA Gott Kaanapali Classic

Paiaaise

7:30

You Bet-Life TBA

CBC News Cont'd

RoadMv

Je ly Bean

Ne*s

Wh Fortune Jeopardy!

CBS News

Hawaiian Ocean Challenge Sportscenter

Highlander II The Quickening

8:00

CBS News

News

8:30

9:00

Street Cents Northwood
TBA

TBA

Movie:

Future Kick"

9:30

Murphy B

TBA

Listening to America

Love* War

10:00

Movie:

10:30

News

CBC Prime Time News

Man Ahve

Witness

Murphy B

Northern Exposure

Love 8 War

12:00 I 12:30
Arsenio Haa
Night Heat

Golf

News

Northern Exposure

News

Tonight Show

Shopping

News

NBC News

Ent Tonight Cur Affair

Movie.

ABC News

M'A'S'H

Political Announcement

NFL Football: Minnesota Vikings at Chicago Burs

Teacher

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Space Age

Great Performances

Julie Wilson s Song Book

EastEnders

Columbus and Discovery

Reading

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Sandiego

Space Age

Great Performances

Julie VMson's Song Book

Served

Mystery!

Full House

Roseanne

Night Court

Movie: "Trading Places

Slar Trek Next Gener

Roseanne

Rush L

Roseanne

Golden Girls Married .

News

Murphy B

Star Trek: Next Gener

Chck. Flag

Up Close

THC Movie:

Married

You Bet-Lite Movie:

Back to the Future

Sportscenter Schaap Talk NFL Monday Mon. Mag.

Rhinestone

To Be Announced

11:30
Newhart

Star Search

Family Feud

Problem Child 2

Life

NFL Pnmetime

Flatliners

11:00

Northern Exposure

Paid Prog

Drag Racing: US. Open

VV s Cay

| Arsenio Hall

Stihi Timber Series

1
T '* JWj
iU
luuirrliituar

Star Search
NFL Great

Sportscenter

Movie "Year of the Gun

Movie: "Company Business"

Meal

|studs

|MOV»

Last Call

VIDEO DELIVERY

r

HURRY IN
FOR OUR
IMPORTED BEER
SPECIALS

COUPON CANS
Bring in any canned food good donation
and receive any second rental FREE!

CARNATIONS

AT

$4.95

SOUTH SIDE SIX

A DOZEN

FOR DELIVERY
354-5283

CASH-N-CARRY
GUARANTEED IN 30 MINUTES
CHECK OUT OUR HALLOWEEN BOUQUET

140E.WOOSTER
352-8639

737 S. MAIN

rri,oct3»,im

12

ThelniWtr

TUESDAY EVENING

o
o

6:00

6:30

7:00

7:30

8:00

8:30

I

9:30

9:00

10:00

10:30

News Special: Election Returns

News

Market PI

11:00
News

|5th Estate

|cBC Prime Time News

Adnenne Clarkson

11:30

12:00 I

12:30

News Special Election Returns

Bangkok Hilton

| Night Heat

CBC News Com d

On Road

News

IcBS News

News Special: Election Returns

News

News Special: Election Returns

News

NBC News

News Special Election Returns

News

News Special: Election Returns

Star Search

ABC News

News Special: Election Returns

Local Prog

News Special Election Returns

In lialiano

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

News Special Election Returns

EastEnders

Space Ago

Reading

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Sandiego

News Special Election Returns

Served

Masterpiece Theatre

Full House

Roseanne

Nighl Court

Simpsons

Martin

In Color

Herman

Slar Trek Next Genet

Roseanne

RushL

Roseanne

Golden Girts Married

You Bet-Life Simpsons

Martin

In Color

Herman

News

Murphy B

Star Trek Next Gener

ESPN

NBA Today

Up Close

IMC

Movie

CD
CD

at
m
BD
©
ED

Married

Sportscentet Speedweek

Shoot (he Moon" Coni d

Expedition Earth
Movie:

Boxing Carl Williams vs J mmy Lee Smith
Movie

Arachnopnobia

Studs

Heat
Star Search

Drag Racing Sportscenter 1 Auto Racing Auto Racing
Movie:

Grim Prairie Tales

The Magnificent Seven

WEDNESDAY EVENING
6:00

O

o
a

6:30

7:00

News

7:30

CBS News

YOU

CBC News Cont'd

Wonder y

Design w.

News

CBS News

Wn. Fortune Jeopardy!

News

8:00

8:30

Bet-Lite Hat Squad

9:00

9:30

10:0(1

In me Heat ol the Night

48 Hours

Nature ol Things

CBC Prime Time News

Emilie

Hal Squad

In the Heat ol the Night

10:30

11:00

11:30

12:00

Newhart

Arsenio Hall

48 Hows

News

Givens

Home Shopping Spree

Tonight Show

Rise ol Catherine

CD
®
9

NBC News

Ent. Tonight

Cur Affair

Unsolved Mysteries

Seinleld

Mad-You

Law & Order

News

Star Search

ABC News

M-A-S-H

Family Feud

Commercials

Home Imp

Laurie Hill

Oprah: Behind the Scenes

Arsenio Hall

Teacher

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

(Si!)

Reading

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Sandiego

Nova

CD

Full House

Roseanne

Nigh! Court

Beverly Hits. 90210

Melrose Place

Slar Trek Next Gener

Roseanne

RushL

Id!)

Roseanne

Golden Girls Married

You Bet-Lite Beverly Hills. 90210

Meirose Place

News

Murphy 0

Star Trek Next Gener

ESPN

Inside PGA

Up Close

Billiards Challenge

Women's Bodybmldmg

Sportscenter Sportscenter Duathton

Married

Nova

Sportscenter PBA Bowling: Greater Detroit Open

TMC Movie "The Man Inside" Cont'd

Movie: American Nmja 3 Blood Hunt

Movie

12:30

News

Nigh time

Used Cars

Next Four Years

Illusion

Sexual Harassment Quiz

Next Four Years

Served

Taping Time lor Teachers

Black Rainbow

Movie

Heal

| Studs

Star Search
Bowhng

Heat

THURSDAY EVENING
6:00

O

6:30

News

7:00

7:30

8:00

10:00

9:30

10:30

You Bet-Life Top Cops

Street Slories

Knots Landing

11:00

11:30

News

Newhart

o

CBC News Cont'd

Material

Jubilee Yrs

National Dream

CBC Prime Time News

Movie:

CD

News

CBS News

Givens

Jeopardy1

Top Cops

Street Stories

Knots Landing

News

Siik Stalkings

News

NBC News

Em rortghJ

Cur Affair

Fresh Prince |Dit World

Cheers

t. A La*

News

Tonight Show

Star Search

ABC News

M-A-S-H

Family Feud Movie: "Mattock: The Vacation

In lialiano

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Reading

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Full House

Roseanne

Roseanne

Golden Cms Married

ESPN

Th oreds

Up Close

TMC

Way-Were

Movie

CD
€D
60

€D
CD
8D

The

Worth
Watching

Married

Arsenio Hall

Listening to America

Business

Julie Wilson s Song Book

Sandiego

Old House

Venturing

Mystery'

Wait for God May-Dec

Served

Art of me Western Work)

Night Court

Simpsons

Martin

Heights

Star Trek Next Gener

Roseanne

RushL

You Bel-Lile Simpsons

Martin

Heights

News

Murphy B

Star Trek Next Gener

27. Check

Red Heal

Sportscenter
Movie

The Krays

Sunday Special

entertainment

is on your public

the

listings for this
week's programs.

WBGU
TV27

Shopping

Pnmetime Live

|Movie

r
i
i

1

$1.00 OFF
Any Footlong Sub
Sunday, November 1st i
ONLY
j
Woodland Mall Subway ONLY

gaansp
Woodland Mall • 353-0204

12:30

"Jean de Florette"

Mystery1

in

and information

Movie

Business

Sportscenter College Football: Iowa Stale al Kansas State

Spirit of 76

best

[Wings

Jesus ot Montreal

12:00
Arsenio Hall

Wild Am.

station, Channel

i(

9:011

8:30

CBS News

Nightline

Sluds

Used Cars

Heal
Slar Search

Drag Racing Motorcycles
Naked Obsession

